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interdisciplinary, mixed-methods approach. First, I propose the Fair Emissions Principle, 

which maintains that people living high-carbon lifestyles have a personal, moral 

obligation to reduce their emissions to a fair share.  I examine how this Principle is 

supported by consequentialist and justice arguments. I also discuss the practical 

implications of the Principle by analyzing qualitative data from the Campus Carbon 



Challenge and suggest that the virtues of honesty, perseverance, imagination, and 

integrity can play a role in emissions reduction. Second, I suggest that emission-
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Climate Changers: An Interdisciplinary Exploration of Reducing Personal 

Carbon Emissions 

 
Earth provides a self-regulating bubble that sustains us indefinitely without any 
thought or contrivance on our own. This protective shield is the biosphere, the totality 
of all life, creator of all air, cleanser of all water, manager of all soil, but itself a fragile 
membrane that barely clings to the face of the planet. Upon its delicate health we 
depend for every moment of our lives. - E. O. Wilson (2006, pg. 27) 

 

When I stepped outside the air was electric, as if of the downed power lines 

were pulsing into it. Up the street, my neighbors’ windows flickered like paper 

lanterns. The strongest storm in a decade had pounded our little town for hours. In its 

wake driveways, rooftops, streets, and cars were cloaked in a web of twigs and sticks 

and branches that stretched north for hundreds of miles.  I walked in awe down the 

middle of the street, zigzagging my way through the maze of woody debris. One block 

west, on Taylor Street, an old birch tree was suspended in mid fall. Its limbs splayed 

out on a carport and kitchen roof. Its knotted ball of roots, still clutching stones and 

dirt, dangled in the darkness.  

 

~ 

Scientists do not attribute any one storm to climate change. They predict that 

climate change will cause storm intensity to increase (Trenberth, 2007), but they don’t 

know exactly when or how that will happen. However, they do know three things with 

virtual certainty. First, Earth’s atmosphere warms up as greenhouse gas 

concentrations, such as carbon dioxide, increase (IPCC, 2007). Second, some human 

activities, such as burning fossil fuels, increase greenhouse gas concentrations.  Third, 

the atmosphere affects all other ecosystems, and thus human systems, on the planet 

(IPCC, 2007). For example, as oceans become saturated with carbon dioxide from the 

atmosphere, they become more acidic. The shells of simple-bodied planktonic 

organisms, like pteropods, are easily dissolved in increasingly acidic water, so they 
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cannot survive. Some whale and fish species depend heavily on these planktonic 

organisms for food, so as the small organisms die, whale and fish populations begin to 

dwindle. In turn, residents of fishing villages suffer lost income and sustenance as they 

pull in empty nets and lines (Doney, 2006). Climate change triggers hundreds of similar 

chains of events, all of which can be traced to increasing levels of greenhouse gases in 

the atmosphere.   

These three key scientific understandings can be boiled down to one take-

home message—humans need to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions to lessen the 

effects of climate change. That sounds easy enough. To save our planet's ice sheets, to 

ward off intensified storm patterns, to prevent the desertification of rainforests, to 

keep snowpack in the Alps and Himalayas, to maintain the acidic balance of the 

ocean—humans need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In that light, it seems 

unthinkable not to reduce.  

Yet reducing emissions requires significant lifestyle changes, especially for 

those of us living in industrialized nations. It entails redesigning the way we power our 

homes, reimagining how we plan our buildings, rethinking where our clothes are made 

and our food is grown, and reinventing how we get to work, among many other things. 

Making such fundamental and sweeping changes to our lifestyles can be difficult on 

practical, economic, and emotional levels. So it is not surprising that, for many of us, 

climate change has not yet become the impetus for personal change.  

~ 

In the weeks after the wind storm, saw crews buzzed across town felling trees, 

roofing crews clanked through town replacing shingles, and I began to wonder what it 

would be like if the exceptions became the norm. I imagined two such scenarios. On 

one hand, what would it be like if climate change predictions became reality? What if 

storms like this came through town monthly? What if ice sheets melted? What if sea 

levels rose? What if summers were consistently two degrees warmer? On the other 

hand, I imagined what would happen if low-carbon lifestyles became the rule rather 

than the exception. What if most of us commuted by bike or bus? What if we all 
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turned off our computers at night? What if we bought local, seasonal food whenever 

we could? What if we turned our thermostats down two degrees to save electricity? 

The second set of questions fascinated me and lead to my interest in the role that 

individuals play in climate change.  

Most of us became climate changers unknowingly. We took long road trips and 

hot showers without thinking of carbon emissions. We bought bottled water from 

France, grapes from Chile, pants from China, and wine from Australia, and then we 

bagged it all up in plastic and brought it home in our cars. We did not think about how 

the effects of those actions reverberated through our planet’s atmosphere. Many of us 

know better now, and we find ourselves at a crossroads between what we know and 

how we live. My thesis explores that crossroads, and suggests which way we should 

and can turn.  

Campus Carbon Challenge 

The cornerstone of my thesis is the Campus Carbon Challenge (hereafter 

Challenge). I designed the project to gain a deeper understanding of real-world 

choices, challenges, and successes people encounter when trying to reduce their 

carbon emissions. I launched the month-long project at Oregon State University (OSU) 

in February, 2008. Everyone at OSU was welcome to participate in the Challenge, and 

they were encouraged to invite their family, friends, and colleagues to participate as 

well. At the beginning of the month, 682 participants completed an online survey and 

pledged to try at least five carbon-reducing actions from a list of “50 Things You Can 

Do to Reduce Your Carbon Emissions” (Appendix 1). At the end of the month, all 682 

participants were invited to complete a second online survey and report on their 

carbon-reducing behaviors. Seventy one percent of the Challenge participants (482 

people) chose to complete the second survey.   

Demographic information about Challenge participants serves as a preliminary 

introduction to the study population. Twice as many women (64.2% of sample) 

completed the Challenge as did men (34%; Table 1.1). About half of the participants 
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were between 22 and 35 years old (46.4%). A large percentage of participants were 

Democrats (48.4%) or Independents (25.1%), and a much smaller percentage were 

affiliated with the Republican (7.9%), Green (6.8%), and Libertarian (1.4%) parties. 

Most participants made less than $20,000 per year (49.5%). As would be expected, a 

strong majority of participants were affiliated with OSU (91.1%).  Of the OSU 

participants, a strong majority were students (44.7% undergraduate and 23.7% 

graduate students), though faculty and staff represented 18.5% of the population 

(Table 1.1). The OSU participants represented approximately 90 departments on 

campus (80% of departments).  

Table 1.1: Campus Carbon Challenge demographic information based on a sample size 
of 483 participants.  

Variable Category Sample size % of sample1 

Sex    

 Male 164 34.0 

 Female 310 64.2 

 Other 2 0.4 

Age    

 16-21 136 28.2 

 22-35 224 46.4 

 36-55 87 18.0 

 56+ 33 6.8 
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Table 1.1. continued  

Variable Category Sample size % of sample1 

Political Affiliation     

 Independent 121 25.1 

 Democrat 234 48.4 

 Green 33 6.8 

 Libertarian 7 1.4 

 Republican 38 7.9 

 Other 42 8.7 

Income     

 Less than $20,000 239 49.5 

 $20-40,000 96 19.9 

 $40-70,000 64 13.3 

 $70-100,000 43 8.9 

 More than $100,000 36 7.5 

Affiliated with OSU1    

 No 42 8.7 

 Yes 440 91.1 
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Table 1.1. Continued  

Variable Category Sample size % of sample1 

Role at OSU3    

 Undergraduate student  216 44.7 

 Graduate student  114 23.7 

 Faculty and staff 89 18.5 

 Other 21 4.3 

1 Columns may not sum to 100% because of rounding.    

2 Oregon State University  

3Sample size and percent of sample represent participants who indicated that 

they were affiliated with OSU.  

 

In addition to demographic information, survey data from the Challenge 

provide a rich set of qualitative and quantitative data about personal emissions 

reduction. In the following chapters, I’ll use an interdisciplinary perspective to 

interpret this data.  

An Interdisciplinary Perspective 

A central aim of interdisciplinary study is to create new knowledge by 

integrating the unique tools of specific disciplines. Interdisciplinary projects often arise 

out of necessity as researchers and academics seek solutions to complex problems 

(Klein, 1990). Climate change has long been recognized as an interdisciplinary problem. 

In 1981, Chen proposed that research on increasing levels of carbon dioxide is an 

interdisciplinary problem because it is unique in scale and complexity and because the 

issue of rising emissions is normative and unprecedented (as cited in Klein, 1990, pg. 

46). Nearly 30 years later, Moser and Dilling suggested that climate change 

communication and social change campaigns would also benefit from interdisciplinary 
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inquiry (Moser & Dilling, 2007). In this thesis, I hope to contribute to the 

interdisciplinary understanding of emissions reduction.  

A combination of applied ethics, applied anthropology, and sociology has 

inspired the Challenge project design, methodology, theoretical framework, data 

analysis, conclusions, and recommendations for future research. As an applied ethicist, 

I am interested in how moral reasoning and moral imagination can be used to sort 

through the ethical dilemmas associated with reducing personal emissions. Applied 

ethics offers tools to recognize, evaluate, and suggest solutions to these ethical 

problems. As an anthropologist, I am interested in working in and with communities to 

gain an understanding of the real-world implications of emissions reduction. Applied 

anthropology provides ethnographic research skills necessary to conceptualize, design, 

and analyze this research project.  Finally, as a sociologist, I am interested in the 

structural and societal aspects of emissions reduction, and this disciple offers valuable 

theoretical background and project design and data analysis skills. As an 

interdisciplinary researcher, one of my goals is to work with these analytical tools so 

that they complement each other and provide a more comprehensive understanding 

of emissions reduction.   

Chapter Overview  

   In the following chapters, I use this interdisciplinary perspective to examine 

personal emissions reduction. Chapters 2 and 3 are distinct journal articles that are 

meant to stand alone. In Chapter 2, “Fair Emissions: Exploring Our Personal, Moral 

Obligation to Reduce Emissions,” I propose the Fair Emissions Principle, which 

maintains that people living high-carbon lives have a personal, moral obligation to 

reduce their carbon emissions to a fair share. I begin by defining a fair share of 

emissions and then examine how the Fair Emissions Principle is supported by 

consequentialist and justice-based arguments. I go on to discuss the practical 

implications of living within a fair share of emissions. With the hope of making the Fair 

Emissions Principle explicit yet practical, I discuss the practical implications of the 
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Principle by analyzing qualitative data from the Campus Carbon Challenge and suggest 

that the virtues of honesty, perseverance, imagination, and integrity can play a role in 

emissions reduction. This chapter is written for an interdisciplinary audience of 

ethicists and social scientists who are interested in emissions reduction. It is also 

written for an informed, general audience who seeks to understand what is fair in light 

of human-induced climate change.   

In Chapter 3, “Campus Carbon Challenge: A Case Study in Adopting Multiple 

Carbon-Reducing Behaviors,” I provide evidence that emission-reduction projects can 

successfully encourage participants to simultaneously adopt multiple carbon-reducing 

behaviors. Using quantitative data from the Challenge, I examine how participants’ 

success at reducing their emissions is predicted by five variables that have been found 

to influence environmentally responsible behavior: awareness of climate change, 

concern about climate change, sense of responsibility for reducing carbon emissions, 

hopefulness about finding solutions to climate change, and previous carbon-reducing 

behaviors. The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First, I engage in the ongoing 

scholarly discussion about predictors and barriers to environmentally responsible 

behavior. Second, I provide practical recommendations for carbon-reduction project 

managers with the aim of helping them design successful outreach projects. Chapter 3 

is written for social scientists and managers who are interested in environmentally 

responsible behavior and personal emissions reduction.  

In Chapter 4, I conclude by examining future areas of research, study 

limitations, and recommendations. Three appendices provide additional study 

information including the list of “50 Things You Can Do to Reduce Your Emissions” 

(Appendix 1), survey questions and response frequencies (Appendix 2), and Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) syntax used to analyze Challenge data (Appendix 

3). 

~ 

A few months after the wind storm, a sapling stood where the old birch fell. Its 

spidery roots slowly pushed their way through the soil.  Its budding leaves breathed in 
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carbon dioxide as they quivered in the breeze.  If the tree grows to the ripe old age of 

100, it could store one ton of carbon in its sugary bark. As climate changers, we have 

about half as much time to make dramatic reductions to our emissions to stabilize the 

climate (Pacala & Socolow, 2004).   
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Fair Emissions Principle: Understanding the Personal, Moral Obligation 

to Reduce Carbon Emissions 

The Fair Emissions Principle   

Climate change is due, in part, to billions of individual decisions to bike or drive, 

fly or telecommute, use paper or plastic or cloth grocery bags, buy local or imported 

apples, or leave computers on or off overnight. Between 1970 and 2004, decisions like 

these contributed to an 80% increase in carbon dioxide (carbon) emissions, one of the 

most prevalent greenhouse gases (IPCC, 2007b). Greenhouse gases increase the 

capacity of the earth’s atmosphere to retain the sun’s energy. Scientists report with 

very high confidence that these increased greenhouse gas concentrations have had an 

overall warming effect on the planet  (IPCC, 2007b). The warming atmosphere is 

already affecting almost every aspect of the natural world. From the acidification of 

the oceans, to changes in ocean cycles, to species extinction, to the melting of glaciers 

and ice fields, to intensified weather patterns, the effects of climate change are far-

reaching and unparalleled in human history.  As it impacts ecological systems, climate 

change also affects the well-being of human communities.  

Just as it has taken billions of individual actions to change the earth’s climate, it 

will take billions of actions to reduce emissions. In this paper, I argue that people living 

high-carbon lifestyles have a personal, moral obligation to reduce their emissions to a 

fair share. I call this the Fair Emissions Principle. The challenge of this Principle is first 

to understand what fair emissions are, then to understand why there is a moral 

obligation to emit only a fair share of carbon, and finally to address the practical 

implications of this obligation. I’ll address  these three challenges herein. I begin by 

defining what our fair share of emissions is. I then explore how the Fair Emissions 

Principle is supported by consequentialist and justice arguments. Finally, I use the 

Campus Carbon Challenge as a case study to explore how virtue ethics can help inform 

the practical implications of the Principle. 
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What Is A Fair Share?  

I calculate a fair share of emissions by dividing the total amount of acceptable 

carbon emissions by the world’s population. Acceptable emissions are carbon levels 

that will work toward stabilizing, rather than aggravating, climate change. Scientists 

predict that carbon emissions will need to be held “near the present level of 7 billion 

tons of carbon per year... for the next 50 years, even though they are currently on 

course to more than double about 7 billion tons per year” (Pacala & Socolow, 2004). As 

I write, there are about 6.7 billion people on the planet. So, very roughly, each 

person’s fair share is about one ton of carbon emissions per year for the next 50 years.i  

One ton of carbon is released for every 120 gallons of gasoline burned, every 

5,000 miles traveled by plane, every 2,500 miles traveled in a medium-sized car, or by 

burning a 40-foot tree with a 1-foot diameter (Ihara, 2003; The Nature Conservancy, 

2008). The 2,200 pounds of carbon released with each ton would completely fill the 

inside of an average home with colorless, odorless gas (Climate Change North, 2008).  

On average, people living in the United States of America, Canada, and Norway 

emit about 5.5 tons of carbon per year (Marland et al., 2006). Citizens of the Czech 

Republic, New Caledonia, and Taiwan emit about three tons. In Spain, Iceland, and 

Malaysia each person emits an average of two tons a year. Citizens of Chile, China, 

Argentina, and Turkey emit about their fair share of one ton. And over 100 counties 

emit well below fair share, including Ghana, Madagascar, Nepal, Uganda, and Bolivia. 

These per capita emissions are averages, so some Americans emit two tons, while 

others emit 20 tons. And some Bolivians emit five tons, while the vast majority emits 

less than half a ton. Hence, the Fair Emissions Principle pertains to actions and 

lifestyles more than national borders. 

My rudimentary equation gives the Fair Emissions Principle some preliminary 

bearings. The equation is subject to change. As scientist hone their understanding of 

climate change, acceptable level of emissions might change. And as the global 
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population increases, per capita emissions will have to decrease. Peter Singer (2007) 

suggests the first step in the fair emissions equation is to:  

Establish the total amount of greenhouse gases that we can allow to be 
emitted without causing the earth's average temperature to rise more than 
two degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit), the point beyond which climate 
change could become extremely dangerous.  
 

This number, once calculated, would also be a valid starting point for the fair emissions 

equation. While the numbers in the equation may need to be adjusted in the coming 

years and decades, the obligation does not; those living high-carbon lives need to 

drastically reduce personal emissions to live within the fair share.  

Though this is a personal obligation, there is nothing in the Principle that 

requires it be undertaken alone. Most people living in affluent societies with roofs over 

their heads, food on their tables, and high school or college diplomas have this fair-

emissions obligation in common.  

Some people may dismiss the Principle on the grounds that personal emissions 

are inconsequential in the global context of carbon emissions, and thus personal 

change does no good. If almost seven billion people are emitting carbon, why should 

any one person decide to actively reduce his or her emissions when doing so would 

have almost no measurable effect and might require sacrificing conveniences that 

other people continue to enjoy? For a number of reasons.  

(1) Individual decisions matter in the aggregate. The Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change (IPCC) argues that lifestyle changes, consumer choices, education 

and training, and cultural patterns can contribute to reducing carbon emissions in 

every mitigation sector including energy supply, transport, buildings, industry, 

agriculture, forestry, and waste management (IPCC, 2007a).  

(2) Taking individual action to reduce emissions plays a role in reshaping society 

because larger entities (e.g., local, national, and international governments and 

corporations) consist of, and are influenced by, individuals. Dale Jamieson (2007) 

writes,  
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Institutional structures deeply affect what kind of people we will be, but what 
kind of people we are also has profound effects on the nature of our society. 
We cannot opt for changing ourselves rather than changing the world or the 
world instead of ourselves: in an important sense of the expression, we are the 
world. (pg. 480) 

 

(3) Individuals are poised to make immediate changes in emissions decisions, 

whereas the bureaucracy of governments and corporations render them slow to 

respond to climate change.  

(4) Actions influence others. Living in accordance with one’s beliefs can inspire 

other people to do the same.  Moser and Dilling (2007) note that small-scale actions 

“spread a symbolic message that engages others” (p. 507). 

Reducing personal emissions can matter on a number of levels. But are people 

morally obligated to reduce? Arguments for the Fair Emissions Principle can be drawn 

from a number of traditions. I’ll examine consequentialist arguments, justice-based 

arguments, and arguments based on virtue.     

Consequentialist Arguments 

Consequentialism generally judges the moral rightness of an act or principle based 

on its consequences (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2006). More specifically, 

consequentialism is concerned with how people or beings are affected by 

consequences. Thus we need to consider what kinds of consequences will occur 

because of climate change and who will be affected by those consequences. Because 

climate change will have global consequences, the Fair Emissions Principle is best 

evaluated according to universal consequentialism, which maintains that moral 

rightness depends on the consequences for all people or sentient beings (instead of 

the consequences for an individual, current generation, or a specific group of people 

or beings) (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2006).  

Calculating universal consequences is complicated. It requires weighing the 

duration and intensity of positive, universal consequences derived from carbon 
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emissions against the duration and intensity of negative, universal consequences 

caused by carbon emissions. Generally, positive consequences are those that further 

the well being of sentient beings and negative consequences are those that diminish 

the well being of sentient beings. Because the Fair Emissions Principle requires 

reducing emissions, the consequences of making these reductions must also be 

considered in this equation.  

 I’ll begin the calculus by considering the positive consequences of carbon 

emissions. Carbon emissions stem from the use of fossil fuel energy, and this energy is 

the root of considerable pleasure. In societies that depend on fossil fuels for electricity, 

carbon-rich energy powers hospitals, preserves food supplies, provides transportation, 

and is closely tied to the economy.  People living in these societies enjoy the comfort 

and convenience of fossil fuel energy every time they drive to the store, switch on the 

lights, click on the television, turn up the heat on a chilly evening, unwind in a hot 

bath, or reach for a gallon of milk in the refrigerator. This energy use has profound 

effects on individual happiness. Take, for example, a washing machine. Dumping a load 

of laundry in the wash on the way out the door equates to time to go to class or work 

or to spend time with families instead of laboring over a washboard. This pleasure is 

directly and indirectly tied to carbon emissions. Running the washing machine takes 

energy, and so did mining the metals and manufacturing the plastics to make it, 

advertising the company we bought it from, and shipping it from China to warehouses 

to our houses.  

Because fossil fuel societies derive so many positive consequences from fossil fuel 

use, reducing carbon emissions to a fair share will have negative consequences. 

Paterson (2003) explains that fossil fuel energy underpins the vast majority of global 

economics. He goes on to explore how shifting away from the current carbon-intensive 

economy could have profound effects on economic growth; social practices (e.g., 

mobility and refrigeration); the economic stability of geopolitical regions that are rich 

in fossil fuels; and the international, political power that surrounds fossil fuel energy 

(Paterson, 2003).   
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To complete the calculus, the negative consequences of carbon emissions, and 

thus climate change, must also be weighed.  One of the consequences of climate 

change is rising sea levels. In 2005, 980 people living on Carteret islands in the Pacific 

migrated due to rising waters (Vidal, 2005). In Alaska about 200 villages are in serious 

danger of coastal erosion and flooding due to rising sea levels. Six hundred people in 

the Inupiat village of Shishmaref are currently planning to move 13.5 miles inland to 

avoid rising waters, eroding shoreline, and thawing permafrost (Lovgren, 2005). In the 

long term, it is estimated that a one-meter rise in sea levels would turn at least 56 

million people in the developing world into environmental refugees as they are made 

vulnerable by dwindling fresh water supplies, thawing permafrost, vanishing cropland, 

and disease outbreak (The World Bank, 2007).  

There are other long-term consequences to consider. If carbon emissions continue 

unabated, entire nations are in danger of enduring hardships. In parts of New Zealand 

and Australia, water security problems are likely to intensify due to reduced 

precipitation and increased evaporation (IPCC, 2007b). In dry areas in Latin America, 

food security is threatened by climate change as agricultural lands become susceptible 

to salinisation and desertification and as crop and livestock productivity deteriorate 

(IPCC, 2007b). In South Asia, the intensity and/or toxicity of cholera is expected to 

increase as water temperatures rise (IPCC, 2007b). This is only a small portion of the 

predicted impacts of climate change, and yet water and food insecurity and increased 

disease outbreak is enough to tip the scale in favor of fair emissions.   

The most recent IPCC (2007b) report supports this conclusion: 

Costs and benefits of climate change for industry, settlement and society will vary 
widely by location and scale. In the aggregate, however, net effects will tend to be 
more negative the larger the change in climate. (p. 12) 

 

The negative consequences of carbon emissions are enormous, and far more 

people are harmed than helped (Grasso, 2007; IPCC, 2007b; Paavola & Adger, 2006). 

Therefore, based on universal consequentialism, the forecast of consequences of 

climate change makes the Fair Emissions Principle a moral necessity.  
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Yet some would object to this argument on the grounds that these consequences 

are merely predictions based on the best available science. Precautionary arguments 

address these objections.  

Precautionary Arguments  

The Precautionary Principle maintains that when an action increases the threat 

to harm humans or the environment, precautionary measures should be taken even if 

some of the cause and effect relationships are not completely established scientifically 

(Wingspread Conference on the Precautionary Principle, 1998). I have already 

established that carbon emissions increase the threat to harm humans and the 

environment. With this established, precautionary arguments support the Fair 

Emissions Principle in two important ways (Garvey, 2008). First, precautionary 

arguments posit that uncertainty is insufficient grounds for inaction. There is an 

inherent level of uncertainty in climate change predictions for two main reasons. (1) 

Uncertainty is inherently part of science.  While the scientific understanding of the 

causes and effects of climate change continues to improve, and scientists express 

strong agreement and high certainty about many aspects of climate change, there will 

always be a level of uncertainty in scientific predictions. (2) It is impossible to make 

certain predictions in unprecedented conditions, and heightened levels of greenhouse 

gases create atmospheric conditions that have not been “experienced” for tens of 

millions of years (van der Sluijs & Turkenburg, 2006, p. 17). While these uncertainties 

exist, precautionary arguments maintain that it is unreasonable not to act based on 

scientific certainty.  

Second, the precautionary arguments posit that not knowing how to act is also 

insufficient grounds for inaction. In other words, a person can know that action should 

be taken without knowing exactly what action needs to be taken (Garvey, 2008). So 

even if a person does not know how much he or she needs to reduce to live within a 

fair share or even if the person does not know how to reduce emissions, the 

precautionary arguments maintain that there is still an obligation to act.   
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Arguments based on consequentialism and the Precautionary Principle support 

reducing carbon emissions, but neither argument is suited to evaluate the fairness of 

the Fair Emissions Principle.  To do that, I turn to justice-based arguments.  

 Justice-Based Arguments  

There are costs and benefits associated with reducing or failing to reduce 

carbon emissions. Among other things, justice-based arguments can determine how to 

fairly distribute these costs and benefits. While there are a multitude of arguments 

that could be based on justice, I’ll focus on three of them. Arguments based on the 

commons consider the global community of people who share the atmospheric 

commons. Arguments based on equity consider how the absorptive capacity of the 

atmosphere should be distributed in proportion to some relevant quality.  Arguments 

about future generations are forward looking and consider how the absorptive 

capacity of the atmosphere will be distributed among future generations of humans 

and other sentient beings. 

Commons Arguments 

Fourteen centuries ago Justinian I wrote the commons into Roman law: “By the 

law of nature these things are common to mankind—the air, running water, the sea, 

and consequently the shores of the sea” (Medieval Sourcebook, 1998). In modern 

times this law is the basis for commons arguments, which maintain that an individual 

should not benefit from the commons at a cost to the whole. In other words, the 

commons are for the common good of everyone, not for the benefit of a few.     

The atmospheric commons provides a number of goods and services for the 

common good. The atmosphere makes life on Earth possible by providing ultraviolet 

radiation protection while distributing an even flow of nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and 

carbon dioxide, which breathing creatures inhale every second. The atmosphere 

replenishes lakes and streams and aquifers by evaporating vast amounts of ocean 

water and carrying them over cities and fields and forests in storm clouds.  
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Atmospheric gases like carbon dioxide trap the sun’s energy and regulate global 

temperatures.  The atmosphere is one of the most basic building blocks to life on 

Earth, yet there are currently no legal restrictions on how much carbon a person can 

emit into the atmospheric commons, and the commons are being used at extremely 

different rates.  

The United States has one of the highest per capita carbon emission rates in 

the world (Marland et al., 2008). As a country, the U.S. emits about 25% of the global 

carbon emissions, though it only has about 5% of the global population (Leiserowitz, 

2007). As discussed above, there are gross inequities in global carbon emissions. An 

average Canadian emits about twice as much carbon as a Taiwanese, who emits about 

twice as much carbon as a Spaniard, who emits twice as much as a Chilean, who emits 

twice as much as a Bolivian, and so on. And while each person reaps the benefits of 

emissions, there are immense costs to everyone who shares the atmospheric 

commons because this commons affects dozens of other natural commons including 

oceans, shorefronts, lakes, rivers, grasslands, forests, deserts, meadows, and global ice 

reserves. As these ecosystems change in response to the climate, the people who 

depend on them are also forced to change.   

For example, as carbon builds up in the atmosphere, oceans become saturated 

with carbon dioxide. As the immense ocean commons becomes more and more 

saturated, it is also becomes more acidic (Doney, 2006). The shells of simple-bodied 

planktonic organisms, such as foraminifera and pteropods, are easily dissolved in 

increasingly acidic water. These tiny creatures are a major food supply for fish and 

marine mammals, including some whale species. Hence a drop in these planktonic 

populations could mean a drop in fish and whale populations as well (Doney, 2006). 

For fishing villages, the loss of fish could lead to malnutrition, loss of an economic 

base, and cultural shifts. And for non-human species that are slower to adapt, it could 

mean extinction.  

This example illustrates how excessive carbon emissions violate the basic rule 

of the commons, which maintains that an individual should not benefit from the 
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commons at a cost to the whole. As individuals benefit from excessive carbon 

emission, those emissions have numerous effects the commons.  In other words, the 

costs to the atmospheric commons are simply too great and the benefits are not 

shared. Therefore, the commons argument maintains that it is wrong to emit more 

than a fair share of carbon.  

Equity Arguments  

Equity arguments consider how benefits and burdens should be distributed in 

proportion to some relevant quality. Steve Vanderheiden explains that “In applying 

equity-based principles of justice to assigning emissions shares, all persons are 

presumed to be moral equals and thus to have equal claims to the atmosphere’s 

absorptive services” (2008, pg. 222). According to this argument, a person would have 

to be awarded special moral standing to be allocated more than his or her equal claim 

to the atmosphere’s absorptive capacity. However, this special standing must be 

justified by the person claiming the exception.  

Some might argue that this difference is justified by virtue: if a person 

decreases emissions in other sectors, he or she should be allowed to emit more than 

his or her fair share of personal emissions. For example, a scientist who invents carbon 

sequestration technology should be allowed to live a higher carbon lifestyle because 

her invention removed a lot of carbon from the atmosphere. Or an author or public 

speaker who convinces thousands of other people to reduce emissions should be 

allowed to live a high-carbon lifestyle because he influenced others to reduce their 

emissions.  For example, Al Gore’s climate change campaign has raised awareness 

about climate change, helped create a social movement to reduce greenhouse gases, 

and has likely played an important role in emissions reduction.  Should Gore’s standing 

as an “exceptionally virtuous person” give him the right to emit more carbon than 

other citizens? Does the progress he has made toward spearheading awareness about 

climate change exempt him from reducing his own emissions? While Gore’s record of 

influencing people, industries, and policies is laudable, his record does not give him 
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special moral standing. Hence he should not be awarded more than his fair share of 

carbon emissions. 

Some might argue that this difference is justified by history.  Perhaps people 

living high-carbon lifestyles have the right to indiscriminately emit carbon because 

they have grown accustomed to this lifestyle or because, over time, the infrastructure 

of their societies has become based on carbon energy. Imagine a group of people who 

have thrown their garbage and pumped their sewage into a river for decades. Other 

people who share the river can no longer drink from it, toxicity levels kill off entire fish 

populations, and it is impossible for plants to thrive. Yet the polluting people have 

grown accustomed their way of life and think it would be very difficult to deal with 

their garbage and sewage in another way. Does their history of pollution give them 

special standing to continue to pollute indefinitely? Their pollution history does not 

give them special moral standing; hence, they should not be awarded the right to 

pollute more than any other person.  If they are awarded any special standing in this 

situation, it is the responsibility to clean up their acts and the river. Similarly, a history 

of a high-carbon lifestyle might make reducing personal emissions more challenging, 

but this history is not morally relevant and thus does not provide sufficient grounds for 

awarding higher emissions.  

Future Generations Arguments   

Arguments based on future generations are multifaceted, but one of the most 

basic obligations is to do them no harm (Partridge, 2001). I have already established 

that a changing climate has the potential to cause serious harm to humans and non-

human nature in the future. However, some would argue that this harm is not a 

personal responsibility because personal carbon emissions do not directly harm any 

one person (Sinnott-Armstrong, 2005). Reflection suggests that this type of argument 

leads to unfair distribution of harm among generations. A person could pollute a river 

daily and know that the pollution will contribute to the harm of future generations. 

However, the polluter could justify the pollution because it is unclear who will be 
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directly harmed by the actions in the future. According to future generation 

arguments, it does not matter who exactly is harmed. The act of polluting the river is 

wrong because it contributes to their harm.    

The same is true of climate change. According to the argument, it does not 

matter who exactly is harmed by climate change, nor does it matter how they are 

harmed. What matters is that today’s carbon emissions will contribute to the harm of 

future generation; hence, the Fair Emissions Principle is supported.  

Virtue-Based Arguments  

In Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, he argues that moral virtues are character 

traits or dispositions that are a matter of habit (Aristotle, 350 B.C.E/1998).  Each virtue, 

Aristotle posits, is a mean between two extreme manifestations of a character trait. 

For example, the virtue of courage falls between the extremes of acting rashly and 

cowardly. Virtue-based ethics judge the rightness or wrongness of an act or principle 

based on whether or not it springs from moral virtue. To help identify which virtues 

are particularly relevant to the Principle, I’ll use a case study.  

The Campus Carbon Challenge (hereafter Challenge) was a month-long project I 

launched at Oregon State University. I designed the project to gain a deeper 

understanding of the choices, challenges, and successes people encounter when trying 

to reduce their emissions. At the beginning of the month, Challenge participants 

pledged to try at least five carbon-reducing actions from a list of “50 Things You Can 

Do to Reduce Your Carbon Emissions” (Appendix 1). At the end of the month, 482 

participants reported on their carbon-reducing endeavors using online surveys. 

Analyzing participants’ experiences and stories suggest that the virtues of honesty, 

perseverance, imagination, and integrity are relevant to the Fair Emissions Principle.   

Honesty 

The virtue of honesty requires truthfulness and candor. It requires adhering to 

the facts and living without deceit. At the end of the Challenge, hundreds of people 
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wrote candidly about carbon-intensive habits they were struggling to give up.  These 

straightforward statements acknowledge the real-world challenges to the Fair 

Emissions Principle. Over half the Challenge participants confessed that carbon-

intensive transportation was their weakness:   

 
I fish and hunt obsessively.  Right now there are limited options for vehicles that 

don't burn gas to accomplish these activities.  I would be interested in such 

vehicles but do not plan to change my activities in the interim.  

 

Road trips for vacation. It is hard to give up the freedom of jumping into your 

car to get to the wild places and get away from the daily grind. 

 
I'm good on most counts, but I love to travel. Last year I spent a month in Spain 
& France. Two years earlier a month in Chile and Argentina. I calculated my 
carbon footprint and almost all my impact is plane travel around the world. I 
limit myself to one month-long trip every other year rather than say two smaller 
to trips to far off places, but still recognize the plane travel is significantly 
contributing to the problem. 

 
Many Challenge participants also struggled with the carbon footprint of modern 

comforts and conveniences like electronics, hot showers, and heat:   

I use tons and tons of electricity, I have a great deal of electronics equipment. 
And I keep my house warm during the winter, despite the higher cost. I'm lazy, 
what can I say? I'm not happy about it, I am trying to change a lot of bad 
habits, but change is hard. The thing is, I WANT to change, and I admire those 
who do so. 
 
I occasionally take the long, hot shower because it's soooo relaxing.  But I'll try 

to do it with the lights off from now on :) 

 

I cannot turn my heater down. I hate to be cold, and there's no way I can 

convince myself to just put on an extra sweater. I just get too chilled to be able 

to do it. 

 

Over one hundred people who took the Challenge admitted that the carbon footprint 

of their diet was the hardest thing for them to change: 
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 I don't always know what fruits and vegetables are in season and what aren't 
so sometimes I buy things without realizing their environmental impact. And 
sometimes, I just don't care because I am hungry and I want to eat something in 
particular, regardless of season. 

 
Too many pre-packaged foods. I'm on a diet to cut down calories, and I'm really 
busy, and because those convenient packages have the number of calories on 
each bag all you have to do is throw it into the microwave and it’s done. I wish 
it didn't have to be that way, but as it stands I can't change that habit right 
now. 
 

The last quote suggests that honesty sets the stage for emissions reduction by 

providing a candid assessment of the gap between what people want to do and what 

they are willing and able to do. While honesty is a starting point, it does not 

necessarily lead to change. The data suggest that perseverance also plays a role in 

adopting a low-carbon lifestyle.     

Perseverance   

Perseverance requires a steady, determined course of action despite 

difficulties, barriers, or discouragement. At the end of the Challenge, I asked 

participants what the most difficult carbon-reducing action was for them. Analyzing 

their responses revealed internal and external barriers to adopting new carbon-

reducing behaviors and suggests that adopting the Fair Emissions Principle requires the 

virtue of perseverance.   

Internal Barriers 

Internal barriers are the things people have direct control over, like habits. It 

was the simple, daily habits that Challenge participants struggled with most often. Two 

hundred and forty three people pledged to unplug 90% of their electronics when not 

in use. Many people reported that this was the most difficult thing they tried because 

it just wasn’t a habit yet:  
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This was most difficult because you are stuck in a rut and it's hard to remember 
to unplug things after you use them... like the TV and computer.  You're often 
moving around so fast you don't even stop to think about it - I needed to put 
notes everywhere. 
 
This was difficult mostly because it's not something I usually think about. It's a 
habit that I have to get into. If I'm running out the door at the last minute, I 
don't have time to go around the house and unplug everything, or the thought 
may not even cross my mind. As I become more aware of things like this, I can 
develop the habit of doing it. But I think it will take time to get used to 
unplugging my appliances. 

 

Another common internal barrier to change was lack of time. During the Challenge, 

176 people pledged to slow down while driving to get better gas millage. Many of 

them struggled with this commitment because of time constraints:  

 
I travel for my job and must be at a certain place at a given time and sometimes 
I cut it rather close so go over the speed limit frequently.  But, I have a setting 
that tells me what the mpg is when I'm driving so have taken to having that 
setting showing so I can see that it truly makes a difference going the speed 
limit and increasing the mileage I get from a tank of gas.  And when I use the 
cruise control, the mileage gets even better.  Thanks for the tip and 
encouragement to do this. 
 
The main reason this one was difficult for me was because I have been in a 
hurry all month with family issues. Otherwise this wouldn't have been as hard of 
a challenge. I did slow down more than I wanted to because I was thinking 
about how much I was wasting and this challenge. 

 

External Barriers 

There are aspects of our modern, carbon culture that cannot be overcome 

alone. External barriers are things people usually do not have direct control over. 

Challenge participants came up against external barriers when they wanted to 

compost but didn’t have a place to do it, when they wanted to purchase renewable 

energy but their utility companies didn’t offer a renewable-energy option, or when 

they wanted to buy a hybrid truck but were not able to find any on the market to meet 
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their needs. Thirty six Challenge participants pledged to take the bus instead of driving 

at least one day a week. Some of them experienced external barriers to keeping this 

pledge: 

The bus schedule…is too limited and does not work well for my schedule.  Most 

buses stop running between 6:00 and 7:00 pm, which is around when I get off 

work so I cannot use the bus to run nightly errands.   

 

It would've been easier to ride the bus, but the bus only comes once an hour 

and never when it is scheduled to arrive so it's hard to make plans around the 

bus. 

 

The Fair Emissions Principle is clearly up against a multitude of internal and 

external barriers that will take perseverance to overcome. Further analysis of the 

Challenge data suggest living within a fare share of emissions also requires the virtue 

of imagination.   

Imagination 

 Imagination is the ability to mentally create images or concepts about things 

that are not yet physically present. If the virtue of imagination is a mean, it falls 

between the extremes of a delusion (i.e., a false sense of reality) and an uninspired 

mindset (i.e., lacking originality or distinction).  While Challenge participants’ 

responses were not delusional, the responses indicated that, in some cases, lack of 

imagination was a barrier to adopting new behaviors.    

During the Challenge 192 people pledged to air dry their hands instead of using 

a towel. Of those people, 52 said it was the single most difficult thing they did during 

the Challenge. One participant wrote, “I'm so programmed to reach for that paper 

towel, I found myself regretting more often than remembering.” While some 

participants reported that they were not successful at air drying their hands, many of 

those who were successful created imaginative ways of overcoming their prior habits.  

Some Challenge participants wiped their hands on their pants instead of using a paper 

towel. One person installed a hand-towel rack in her office bathroom so she wouldn’t 
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be tempted to reach for paper. Another student tucked a handkerchief into his 

backpack for hand drying.    

 The Fair Emissions Principle requires altering daily habits like unplugging 

electronics, turning the heat down at night, remembering a cloth grocery bag, carrying 

a reusable cup, turning off lights, going the speed limit, and throwing things in the 

compost pile or recycling bin before throwing them in the garbage. Challenge data 

suggests that these are not insurmountable obstacles and that failing to do them 

might simply be a failure of imagination.       

While some Challenge participants used their imaginations to reduce 

emissions, others participants’ responses suggest that living within a fare share of 

emissions might require imagination to push beyond the mental status quo of thinking 

emission reduction is too complicated or time consuming or that it requires making 

too many sacrifices. At the end of the Challenge, most participants said reducing their 

emission made them feel good, empowered, hopeful, motivated to make more 

changes, or more conscientious. Here is what some of them had to say when asked 

how they felt: 

 
Wholesome. Responsible. Even virtuous! 
 
Good, because I am deeply concerned about the climate crisis, but it is often 
hard to feel like there is anything constructive to do. 
 
Participating in the challenge made me feel liberated, and I got joy from 
noticing just how much less paper products I was using due to air-drying my 
hands and using a re-usable coffee cup. 
 
I feel great! I feel healthier from doing a lot more walking instead of driving, 
and I feel happier with the way I'm living. As an American…I get bombarded 
with guilt all the time about how wasteful my lifestyle is, and I've been trying to 
create new habits over the past few years to decrease that, but the Carbon 
Challenge gave me a lot of ideas that I'd never even thought of….I really feel as 
if I'm part of a positive movement. Also, instead of feeling guilty for the way I 
live, I now feel that I'm doing most things right, and I'm proud of how I live 
instead. I'm also more aware of how all the little things I do in a day have big 
effects (positive or negative) on the environment. 
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 Wholesome. Liberated. Healthier. Proud. Their responses suggest that 

embodying the Fair Emissions Principle could entail reimagining the commonly held 

belief that reducing emissions is solely a burden or sacrifice.   

Integrity   

Why did participating in the Challenge make most people feel so good? Some 

responses, such as the last quote, suggest that it was because reducing carbon 

emissions reflected participants' value. In other words, reducing emissions 

strengthened their integrity. The virtue of integrity requires basing decisions and 

actions on a constant set of principles and values. Integrity hinges on consistency. If a 

person values a stable climate, his or her actions must reflect that value. If biodiversity 

is valued, actions should not contribute to species extinction. If glaciers are valued, 

actions should not contribute to a rapid decline of global ice reserves. If food security 

in Africa is valued, actions should not contribute to crop failure.   

Conscientious objection is an extreme manifestation of integrity.  Traditionally, 

a conscientious objector decides not to engage in war because he is morally or 

religiously opposed to killing. The soldier knows the war will not end just because he 

chooses not to participate; however, he also knows that it would be unconscionable to 

kill someone or be associated with killing someone. The Fair Emissions Principle can be 

supported on similar grounds.  

A person could conscientiously object to human hardships and deaths 

associated with climate change, to polar bear extinction, diminishing water security in 

New Zealand, loss of biodiversity on the Great Barrier Reef, glacier melt in the 

Himalayas, desertification of the eastern Amazon, intensified fires in Southern Europe, 

or forest devastation due to bark-beetle infestations in the Western United States. By 

way of the virtue of integrity, a person must consider the consequences that climate 

change will have on the things that he or she values. If the consequences are 

intolerable, then the Fair Emissions Principle should be supported.   
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In addition to the virtues that emerged in Challenge participant’s responses, 

Dale Jamieson posits that “the green virtues” of humility, temperance, and 

mindfulness are also relevant in an era of global climate change (Jamieson, 2007).   

Conclusion   

The Fair Emissions Principle requires introspection and action. It entails finding 

a balance between understanding the ideal while participating in modern, carbon-rich 

lifestyles. This era of human-induced climate change requires a carefully examination 

of our obligation to reduce personal emissions. This is not a small task. Yet, according 

to the Fair Emissions Principle, this is what is required of people who live high-carbon 

lifestyles.   
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Campus Carbon Challenge: A Case Study in Adopting Multiple 

Carbon-Reducing Behaviors 

Facilitating environmentally responsible behavior is often an integral aspect of 

finding enduring solutions to environmental problems. In an era of human-induced 

climate change, there is increasing interest in encouraging people to reduce their 

carbon dioxide (carbon) emissions by adopting low-carbon behaviors, or behaviors 

that reduce a person’s use of fossil fuels. For people living in high-carbon societies, 

however, transitioning to a low-carbon lifestyle requires making many behavioral 

changes. This is especially true in the United States, which currently has one of the 

highest per capita carbon emissions in the world (Marland et al., 2008b). Although the 

U.S. has approximately 5% of the global population, as a nation it emits approximately 

25% of the global carbon emissions (Leiserowitz, 2007). In 2005 Americans emitted an 

average of 5.32 metric tons of carbon annually compared to the 2.63 tons emitted by 

Japanese, 1.16 tons emitted by the Chinese, and 0.35 tons emitted by Indians 

(Marland et al., 2008b updated from Leiserowitz, 2007). Although there are gross 

inequities in global per capita carbon emissions, these emissions can seem negligible 

when compared to total, global carbon emission of 7,985 million metric tons of carbon 

in 2005 (Marland et al., 2008a).   

The most recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC, 2007a) acknowledges that individuals have an important role to play in reducing 

carbon emissions. The report notes that lifestyle changes, consumer choices, 

education and training, and cultural patterns can contribute to reducing carbon 

emissions in every mitigation sector including energy supply, transport, buildings, 

industry, agriculture, forestry, and waste management (IPCC, 2007a). Moreover, 

individuals are uniquely poised to make immediate reductions in their carbon 

emissions by changing their behavior, whereas the size and bureaucracy of larger 

entities, such as nations and corporations, make it difficult for them to rapidly reduce 

their carbon emissions (IPCC, 2007a).  
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Kok et al. (2002) suggest that the types of transitions necessary to facilitate a 

global shift toward a low-carbon society will not result solely from government 

directives, but that society-wide changes “depend on a multitude of diffuse and 

independent decisions made by individuals, businesses, and other societal institutions” 

(p. 8). The National Research Council (2005) also emphasizes the importance of 

individual behavior in social and behavioral research priorities, “The activities of 

individuals have major environmental consequences in the aggregate. Consequently, 

there can be major environmental effects from change in the behavior of individuals 

and households” (p. 69). However, the Council cautions that measuring individual 

behavioral changes has proven difficult because it is necessary to understand the 

“nature of real-world choice in messy cultural context” (National Research Council, 

2005, p. 78). 

It is clear that individual emission reduction can play an important role in our 

response to climate change. In the last decade, numerous books, magazine articles, 

and websites have encouraged people to make behavioral changes necessary to 

reduce their emissions.i These carbon-reduction campaigns vary in how and what 

actions are suggested, but actions generally fall into one of five categories: 

transportation, energy use, consumption, garbage, and outreach.   

The first two categories appear to be the most common. Campaigns encourage 

people to drive or fly less frequently and to adopt alternative forms of transportation 

such as biking, walking, or taking the train or bus. Many campaigns also target 

individual actions associated with energy use and efficiency. Some of these campaign 

target the type of energy people use and encourage replacing fossil fuel use with 

energy generated from solar, wind, or biofuels.  Some campaigns also encourage 

people to lower their energy consumption by investing in energy-efficient technologies 

(e.g., dishwashers, hot-water heaters, light bulbs) or by changing their energy use 

patterns (e.g., turning off lights, unplugging appliances when not in use, turning the 

heat down).   
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Aspects of the other three categories (consumption, garbage, and outreach) 

are integrated into carbon-reducing campaigns to varying degrees. Consumption refers 

to actions associated with purchasing habits including how much and what kind of 

items are purchased (e.g., local versus imported products, amount of packaging on 

products, organic verses inorganic foods). Garbage refers to actions associated with 

the kind of waste a person produces and what he or she does with that waste (e.g., 

reusing items before throwing them away, composting, and recycling). Some 

campaigns also encourage reaching out to other people by lobbying, writing letters to 

corporations or representatives, or talking to peers about carbon emissions.   

These carbon-reduction campaigns have the potential to encourage people to 

transition to low-carbon lifestyles. It is not clear, however, how successful these 

campaigns could be at encouraging people to successfully adopt multiple low-carbon 

behaviors simultaneously. This study evaluates the success of a carbon-reducing pilot 

project, the Campus Carbon Challenge. Additionally, the study examines the role that 

five internal factors play in participants’ success at adopting new, low-carbon 

behaviors.  

Theoretical Background: Environmentally Responsible Behavior  

During the past 30 years, environmental psychologists, sociologists, 

anthropologists, economists, marketers, and educators have studied environmentally 

responsible behavior (ERB; also know as pro-environmental behavior), or behavior that 

“consciously seeks to minimize the negative impact of one’s actions on the natural and 

built world” (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002, p. 240). Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) 

provide an overview of the most commonly used and influential frameworks for 

analyzing ERB and caution that ERB is a complex concept that cannot be fully visualized 

through a single diagram. They analyze factors that have been found to influence ERB 

including demographic factors (e.g., gender and years of education), external factors 

(e.g., institutional, economic, social, and cultural), and internal factors (e.g., 

knowledge, awareness, values, attitudes, emotions, locust of control, and 
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responsibility). This study focuses on five internal factors: (1) environmental 

awareness, (2) concern, (3) responsibility, (4) hope, and (5) past actions. Rather than 

being a comprehensive assessment of internal factors, these factors serve as a starting 

point for ongoing research into adopting carbon-reducing behaviors.    

Environmental Awareness 

Environmental awareness can be defined as “knowing the impact of human 

behavior on the environment” (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002, p. 253). There are at least 

three cognitive barriers to environmental awareness that are especially relevant in the 

case of climate change. First, the effects of climate change are not immediately 

tangible (Preuss, 1991 as cited in Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). It will take decades, if 

not centuries, before most people will experience the commonly discussed effects of 

carbon emissions and climate change (e.g., sea-level rise, ocean acidification, and 

increased storm intensity). Second, ecosystems respond relatively slowly to increased 

carbon levels, and these incremental changes are harder for humans to perceive. 

Third, as with many environmental problems, understanding the implications of 

climate change requires an understanding of extremely complex, global ecosystems. 

Combined, these three factors make it difficult to have an environmental awareness of 

climate change.   

It is often assumed that Americans would alter their behavior to curb 

greenhouse gas emissions if they were more informed about or aware of climate 

change.  However, recent studies found that 92% of Americans are aware of climate 

change, 74% of Americans believe that it is real and already happening, and 76% view 

climate change as a somewhat to very serious problem (Leiserowitz, 2007). Further, a 

large majority of Americans who have heard of global warming said they would 

support a variety of national and international policies to mitigate climate change 

(Leiserowitz, 2007). While the vast majority of Americans are aware of climate change 

and support mitigation policies, they have not yet made significant changes to their 
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lifestyles to minimize carbon emissions. A synthesis report from the Yale Conference 

on Climate Change notes, “From the policy-making level down to personal voting and 

purchasing decisions, our actions as Americans have not been commensurate with the 

threat as characterized by mainstream science” (Abbasi, 2005, p. 9).  Chess and 

Johnson (2007) discuss this disconnect between what people know and what they do 

and maintain that information plays a role in creating behavior change, but they 

caution that information alone is not enough to create behavioral change.   

Concern 

Once a person has environmental awareness about an issue, he or she might 

become concerned about the issue. Environmental concern is defined as a “general 

attitude, which centers on the cognitive and affective evaluation of the object 

environmental protection” (Bamberg, 2003, pg. 21). For much of the past three 

decades, most researchers assumed that environmental concern had a strong, direct 

impact on ERB. However, researchers now hypothesize that the direct, empirical 

relationship between environmental concern and behavior is much lower than first 

assumed (Bamberg, 2003). The National Research Council recently found that while 

many Americans express strong environmental concern in surveys, their concern is not 

translated into ERB (National Research Council, 2005). Following this shift in 

understanding the role of concern in ERB, Bamberg (2003) hypothesized that 

environmental concern should be considered an important, indirect determinant of 

ERB.  

Responsibility 

Hines et al. (1986-87) conducted a meta-analysis of 128 pro-environmental 

behavior research studies. Their analysis suggests that a person’s sense of 

responsibility is associated with ERB (Hines et al., 1986-87). That is, people with a 

stronger sense of personal responsibility will generally be more likely to have engaged 

in ERB.  
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Blake (1999) proposed a model to explain the internal and external barriers 

between being concerned about an environmental issue and taking ERB about that 

issue. One of key barriers in Blake’s model is responsibility. He maintains that a 

person’s concern about an environmental issue does not necessarily lead to a sense of 

personal responsibility to do something about the issue. Following Chase and 

Ponagopoulos (1995), Blake suggests that this disconnect between concern and 

responsibility might reflect a social dilemma where people do not think that their 

actions would make a difference in the context of a large-scale environmental 

problem. As discussed above, it is likely that this social dilemma especially pertains to 

climate change, since making individual reductions to emissions can seem negligible 

when compared to global carbon emissions.  

Hopefulness   

Emotional responses to environmental degradation often require awareness or 

knowledge of the problem (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). This is especially true of 

climate change since many of the effects of a changing climate are not immediately 

apparent. For example, a person needs to know about predicted rises in sea levels due 

to climate change in order to have an emotional response to the situation. Kollmuss 

and Agyeman (2002) note that people commonly feel distressing emotions when 

exposed to environmental degradation. These emotions are then followed by 

secondary psychological responses to deal with those negative emotions. These 

secondary responses include denial, rational distancing, and delegation of 

responsibility.  

Hopelessness can be considered a secondary response; however, it has 

received little attention in the literature. Viscusi and Chesson (1999) surveyed business 

owners and managers who were facing risk from climate change. They found that 

people exhibited fear when faced with small probabilities of suffering a loss and that 

they exhibited hope when faced with large probabilities of loss (Viscusi & Chesson, 

1999). 
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Past Action 

Ajzen (1991) suggests that there is theoretical support that future actions are 

predicted by past actions. De Young (2000) notes that there has been limited research 

into whether or not specific ERB is generalized to other ERB behavior; however, he 

cites a number of studies that provide initial evidence that specific behaviors can be 

generalized to various settings. One study found that recycling paper at home 

predicted recycling paper at the office (Lee et al., 1995). Another study found that 

participating in a pilot recycling program fostered other conservation behaviors 

(Kreutzwiser, 1991). De Young (2000) also cites a promising finding where conceptual 

familiarity with photovoltaic (solar) technology effectively predicted utility managers’ 

interest in adopting the technology (Kaplan, 1999). Reducing carbon emissions 

requires adopting multiple low-carbon behaviors; hence, these studies suggest that 

past actions or interests might predict future actions.   

 Based on the current understanding of these five factors, a conceptual model 

was developed in the current study to explain success at adopting carbon-reducing 

behaviors (Figure 3.1). In this model, awareness about climate change influences 

concern about climate change, and concern influences participants’ sense of 

responsibility, hopefulness, and past carbon-reducing actions, which all influence 

success.  
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual model for selected internal factors that predict Campus Carbon 

Challenge participants’ success at adopting new carbon-reducing behaviors.  
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Methods 

Project Design  

The Campus Carbon Challenge (hereafter Challenge) was a month-long 

initiative to encourage individuals to reduce their carbon emissions. Research indicates 

that knowledge of action strategies is a precursor of ERB (De Young, 2000; Hines et al., 

1986-87; McKenzie-Mohr, 2000; Tribbia, 2007). Hence, participants were provided 

with a list of “50 Things You Can Do to Reduce Your Emissions” (Appendix 1).  The list 

included items from all five of the above-mentioned carbon-reducing strategies. 

Research also indicates a sense of competence, or ability to do the action, is a 

precursor of ERB (Bandura, 1977; De Young, 2000; Tribbia, 2007). To ensure that 

participants could choose an emission-reduction strategy that they felt capable of 

achieving, they were encouraged to add other emission-reducing actions to the list if 

they wanted. Finally, as Tribbia (2007) notes, “An individual’s intent to act in a certain 

way is arguably the strongest predictor of what a person will actually do” (p. 244). At 

the beginning of the Challenge, participants were asked to clearly identify the carbon-

reducing actions they intended to try. Each participant chose at least five things from 

the list of “50 Things You Can Do to Reduce Your Emissions” or added their own 

actions to the list (Appendix 1). This is referred to as the commitment technique 

whereby participants are asked to make a commitment of their intentions (Hines et al., 

1986-87).  

Participant Recruitment  

The Challenge was advertised and launched at Oregon State University (OSU) in 

January, 2008. The Challenge was not a climate-change education campaign. Rather, it 

was aimed at recruiting participants who were already knowledgeable about climate 

change and who might be ready to translate their knowledge into action. A snowball 

sampling method was used to access this population. A series of email invitations were 

sent to groups on campus who had already expressed interest in climate change (e.g., 
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the faculty-based Climate Change Initiative, the graduate-student based Global 

Environmental Change Organization, and the undergraduate-based Student 

Sustainability Initiative). Members of these groups were encouraged to invite their 

colleagues, friends, and family to join the Challenge.  

In addition to these personalized emails, general emails were sent to all OSU 

department heads asking them spread the word about the Challenge  in their 

departments, fliers were posted in all buildings and dorms on campus, and one-minute 

Challenge  presentations were made in 30 undergraduate classes. While anyone was 

welcome to join the Challenge, all promotional material was designed to target people 

with prior knowledge of climate change. Additionally, a Challenge website served as a 

central information hub during the project. The website provided links to the online 

surveys, the list of 50 Things You Can Do, background information about the project, 

and a brief overview of climate change and carbon emissions.  

To encourage participants to complete the month-long Challenge, each 

participant’s name was entered into a prize raffle after they completed the first and 

second surveys.  Respondents were told that they would be entered into the drawing 

after completing both surveys and that their responses would not influence their 

chance of winning.     

Data Collection  

Both surveys were administered online. The first survey was completed by 682 

people. Everyone who completed the first survey was invited to complete the second 

survey. Seventy one percent (483 people) completed both surveys and are included in 

this analysis. Of the participants who completed both surveys, 64% indicated that they 

knew “a great deal” about climate change and 34% indicated that they knew “some” 

about climate change before beginning the Challenge.  It appears as though the target 

population was successfully reached; however, respondents’ knowledge of climate 

change was self-reported and their actual knowledge was not assessed. The majority 

of the population was affiliated with OSU (440 people) including 216 undergraduate 
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students (45% of sample), 114 graduate students (24% of sample), 67 faculty (14% of 

sample), 22 staff (5% of sample), and 6 other (4% of sample) which included post docs 

and OSU alumni.  Respondents affiliated with OSU represented approximately 90 

departments on campus (80% of departments). Sixty four percent of respondents were 

female, and 34% were male.  

Analysis of Variables 

Concern, awareness, responsibility, and hopefulness are complex sociological 

and social psychological concepts that are not easily measured with single questions, 

so each of these concepts was measured using a series of questions (i.e., variables) 

measured on continuous scales (e.g., 5-point scales) that were then combined to 

create an index for each latent (i.e., unobserved) concept. Before creating indices, 

measurement reliability was examined using Cronbach alpha, which measures how 

well responses to each question measuring a particular concept correlate with each 

other. Cronbach alpha can range from 0 to 1; a value of 0.65 or greater is considered 

to be acceptable and indicates that the variables are measuring the same latent 

concept and justifies combining them into a single index (Cortina, 1993; Nunnally & 

Bernstein, 1994; Vaske, 2008).  The concepts “past carbon-reducing actions” and 

“success adopting new carbon-reducing behaviors” were calculated using summative 

and mean scales, respectively. Each of the six variables is discussed in further detail 

below.  

Awareness of climate change (awareness). Respondents were asked how much 

they agreed or disagreed with a series of three statements about their awareness of 

climate change: (1) Climate change is happening; (2) I have personally seen evidence of 

climate change; and (3) Human activity is a significant cause of climate change. Their 

level of agreement with each statement was measured on a 5 point scale (5 = strongly 

agree to 1 = disagree).  
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Concern about climate change (concern). Respondents were asked how 

concerned they were about nine aspects of climate change: (1) Loss of agriculture due 

to climate change; (2) Loss of biodiversity due to climate change; (3) Loss of glaciers 

and ice sheets due to climate change; (4) Displacement of people due to climate 

change; (5) Intensified weather patterns (such as storms and droughts) due to climate 

change; (6) Disease outbreak due to climate change; (7) Sea-level rise due to climate; 

(8) The overall effects of climate change TODAY; and (9) The overall effects of climate 

change in 50 YEARS. Their concern about each item was measured on a 5-point scale (5 

= extremely concerned and 1 = not concerned).  

Human responsibility for climate change (responsibility). Respondents were 

also asked how responsible they thought six groups of people should be for reducing 

carbon emissions: (1) Individuals who contribute to carbon emissions; (2) Industries 

that contribute to carbon emissions; (3) Countries that contribute to carbon emission; 

(4) Local policy makers; (5) National policy makers; and (6) International policy makers. 

Their responses were measured on a 5-point scale (5 = extremely responsible and 1 = 

not at all responsible).  

Hopefulness about finding solution to climate change (hopefulness). 

Hopefulness was measured using a series of five statements about possible sources of 

climate-change solutions:  (1) My actions can help stabilize climate change; (2) 

Collectively, humans can stabilize climate change; (3) Technology will provide solutions 

to climate change; (4) Public policy will provide solutions to climate change; and (5) 

Economics will provide solutions to climate change. Responses were measured on a 5-

point scale (5 = extremely hopeful and 1 = not hopeful). 

Past carbon-reducing actions (past action). On the first survey, which 

respondents completed at the beginning of the Challenge, they were asked to indicate 

which carbon-reducing actions from the list of “50 Things You Can Do to Reduce Your 

Emissions” they were already doing because of their concern about climate change. 

Each respondent’s past actions were summed to create an individual past-action score. 

For example, if a respondent indicated that she was already doing 15 of the 50 carbon-
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reducing actions because of her concern about climate change, she was assigned a 

“past action” score of 15.  

Success adopting new carbon-reducing behaviors (success). On the second 

survey, which respondents completed at the end of the Challenge, they were asked to 

indicate how successful they believed they were at accomplishing each of the carbon-

reducing actions they pledged to do in the first survey. Responses were measured on a 

4-point scale (4 = very successful and 1 = not successful at all).  The mean score of the 

carbon-reducing actions each respondent tried during the Challenge was used as a 

measure of success at adopting new carbon-reducing behaviors. For example, if an 

individual pledged to try four actions at the beginning of the Challenge and then 

reported being very successful at carpooling (score = 4), not very successful at turning 

off the lights when not in use (score = 2), very successful at buying local produce (score 

= 4), and not at all successful at having a waste-free lunch (score = 1), then that 

person’s overall success score would be 2.75 (4 + 2 + 4 + 1 = 11/4 = 2.75).  

Path Analysis  

Path analysis is an analytical technique used to estimate relationships among 

concepts. Developing a path model consists of two basic steps. First, all variables for 

each concept are computed into their respective indices if reliabilities exceed 0.65 (as 

discussed above). Second, multiple regression is used to analyze relationships among 

concept(s). These regression equations generate four primary statistics that can be 

used to assess relationships among concepts: coefficient of determination (R2), 

unstandardized regression coefficient (B), standardized regression coefficient (β), and 

probability-value (p).  

First, the R2 is interpreted as the percent of variability in the dependent 

variable or concept that is explained by the independent variable(s) or concept(s) 

(Vaske, 2008). For example, a R2 of 0.50 means that 50% of the variance in the 

dependent variable or concept (e.g., concern about climate change) is explained by the 
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independent variable or concept (e.g., awareness of climate change). On the path 

model, R2 is typically listed below the dependent variable.  

Second, the unstandardized regression coefficient (B) is the slope of the 

regression line and indicates expected change in the dependent variable or concept 

with a one unit change in the independent variable or concept (Vaske, 2008). The sign 

of the coefficient indicates direction of the relationship. A B value of 1.85 between 

awareness and concern, for example, means that if the independent variable (i.e., 

awareness) changes by one unit (i.e., points on a scale), the dependent variable (i.e., 

concern) will change by 1.85 units. Since the coefficient is positive, the relationship is 

also positive, which means that as awareness increases, concern also increases. 

Third, the unstandardized coefficient can be problematic when variables and 

concepts are measured on different scales because it does not permit comparisons of 

the various relationships or paths between the independent and dependent variables 

or concepts. The standardized β (i.e., beta coefficient), therefore, is a value between 

+1 to –1 (0 indicates no relationship) that permits comparisons of the relative effects 

of multiple independent variables or concepts (Vaske, 2008). On a path model, β is 

typically listed on the paths (i.e., arrows) among variables or concepts.   

Fourth, each unstandardized and standardized path coefficient is assigned a p-

value, which is the probability that the coefficient could be attained randomly. A p-

value of 0.05 means that there is only a 5% chance that the coefficient was attained 

randomly and a 95% chance that it was not attained randomly. When assessing path 

coefficients, a p-value of 0.05 or less is typically considered to be significant in social 

sciences, and it suggests that the null hypothesis can be rejected and the alternative 

(i.e., research) hypothesis can fail to be rejected 95% of the time.  

The path model explaining Challenge participants’ success at adopting new 

carbon-reducing behaviors was assessed using a series of regression equations. First, 

respondents’ success at adopting carbon-reducing behaviors (i.e., dependent variable) 

was evaluated using three predictors (i.e., independent variables): (1) sense of human 

responsibility for carbon emissions, (2) hopefulness about finding solutions to climate 
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change, and (3) past carbon-reducing actions (Behavior = β(responsibility) + β(hopefulness) + 

β(past action) + ε). Second, the influence of concern on sense of responsibility, 

hopefulness, and past actions was assessed (Responsibility = β (concern) + ε; Hopefulness 

= β(concern) + ε; and Past Action = β(concern) + ε, respectfully). Finally, the influence of 

awareness of climate change on concern about climate change was assessed (Concern 

= β(awareness) + ε). 

Results 

Analysis of Variables  

Overall, respondents were well aware of climate change. A strong majority strongly 

agreed or agreed that climate change is happening (94%) and that human activity is a 

significant cause of climate change (88%; Table 3.1). A smaller majority strongly agreed 

or agreed that they have personally seen evidence of climate change (69%).  

In assessing respondents’ concern about climate change, approximately two thirds 

of respondents indicated that they were extremely or very concerned about loss of 

biodiversity (79%), loss of glaciers and ice sheets (78%), intensified weather patterns 

(73%), and loss of agriculture due to climate change (70%; Table 3.2). Only 47% of 

respondents were extremely concerned or concerned about the overall effects of 

climate change today (mean = 3.6); however, 72% of respondents were extremely 

concerned or very concerned about climate change in the next 50 years (mean = 4.3).     

The majority of respondents indicated that they thought all groups of people 

should be extremely or very responsible for reducing emissions (mean 4.1 to 4.7; Table 

3.3). Over two thirds of respondents indicated that industries (95%), countries (94%), 

national policy makers (90%), international policy makers (87%), individuals who 

contribute to carbon emissions (84%), and local policy makers (76%) should be 

extremely or very responsible for reducing emissions (Table 3.3).     

When asked about their sense of hopefulness about finding solutions to climate 

change, less than half of respondents were somewhat to very hopeful that their 
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actions could help stabilize climate change (42%), that humans could collectively 

stabilize climate change (45%), that technology will provide solutions to climate 

change (42%), and that public policy will provide solutions to climate change (32%; 

mean 3.4 to 3.1; Table 3.4). Overall, respondents were least hopeful about economics 

solutions to climate change (mean 2.8).  

Reliability tests on each of the four sets of questions indicated that the variables in 

each set had an acceptable level of internal consistency. None of the Cronbach’s 

Alphas were improved by deleting any of the variables, which suggests that each 

indicator could be combined to create a rating scale. Hence, the following indices were 

created: (1) awareness of climate change, (2) concern about climate change, (3) sense 

of human responsibility for carbon emissions, and (4) hopefulness about finding 

solutions to climate change (Cronbach’s Alpha of .69, .92, .90, and .81, respectively; 

Tables 1-4).  

Table 3.1: Reliability analysis of awareness about climate change.  

 Mean 1 Percent 
agree2 

Item total 
correlation 

Alpha if item 
deleted3 

Climate change is happening. 4.72 94 .63 .55 

I have personally seen 
evidence of climate change.    

4.02 69 .53 .64 

Human activity is a significant 
cause of climate change.  

4.46 88 .48 .63 

1 Mean computed on a continuous scale from 5 = strongly agree to 1 = disagree.  

2 Percent agree includes respondents who indicated that they strongly agree 
and agree with each statement.  
 

3
 Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items was .69 for awareness of 

climate change. 
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Table 3.2: Reliability analysis for concern about climate change.  

 
Mean 1 Percent 

concerned2 
Item total 
correlation 

Alpha if item 
deleted3 

Loss of agriculture due to 
climate change   

4.0 70 .70 .91 

Loss of biodiversity due to 
climate change       4.2 79 .72 .91 

Loss of glaciers and ice 
sheets due to climate 
change 

4.2 78 .75 .91 

Displacement of people due 
to climate change   3.8 65 .70 .91 

Intensified weather 
patterns (such as storms 
and droughts) due to 
climate change  

4.0 73 .77 .91 

Disease outbreak due to 
climate change   3.6 54 .66 .91 

Sea-level rise due to climate  4.0 72 .76 .91 

The overall effects of 
climate change TODAY  3.5 47 .66 .91 

The overall effects of 
climate change in 50 YEARS 4.3 79 .71 .91 

1 Mean computed on a continuous scale from 5 = extremely concerned to 1 = 
not concerned.  
 

2 Percent concerned includes respondents who indicated they were extremely 
or very concerned about the statements.  
 

3
 Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items was .92 for concern about 

climate change.  
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Table 3.3: Reliability analysis of sense of responsibility for reducing carbon dioxide 
emissions.  

 Mean 1 Percent 
responsible2 

Item total 
correlation 

Alpha if item 
deleted3 

Individuals who contribute to 
carbon emissions 4.3 84 .58 .89 

Industries that contribute to 
carbon emissions  4.7 95 .71 .87 

Countries that contribute to 
carbon emission 4.6 94 .77 .86 

Local Policy Makers  4.1 76 .74 .87 

National Policy Makers 4.5 90 .79 .86 

International Policy Makers  4.4 87 .72 .87 

1 Mean computed on a continuous scale from 5 = extremely responsible to 1 = 
not responsible at all.  

 2 Percent responsible includes respondents who indicated which groups should 
be extremely or very responsible for reducing carbon emissions. 
  

3
 Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items was .90 for sense of human 

responsibility for reducing carbon dioxide emissions.  
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Table 3.4: Reliability analysis of sense of hopefulness about finding solutions to climate 
change.  
 

 Mean 1 Percent 
hopeful2 

Item total 
correlation 

Alpha if item 
deleted3 

My actions can help 
stabilize climate change. 3.4 42 .57 .78 

Collectively, humans can 
stabilize climate change.  3.4 45 .64 .76 

Technology will provide 
solutions to climate change.  3.3 42 .59 .78 

Public policy will provide 
solutions to climate change.  3.1 32 .66 .75 

Economics will provide 
solutions to climate change. 2.8 22 .53 .79 

1 Mean computed on a continuous scale from 5 = extremely hopeful to 1 = not 
hopeful.  
 

2 Percent hopeful includes respondents who indicated they were extremely or 
very hopeful about each statement.  
 

3
 Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items was .81 for hopefulness about 

finding solutions to climate change.  

 

Respondents indicated that they were taking a variety of carbon-reducing actions 

because of their concern about climate change. Approximately 70 respondents 

indicated that they were not taking any action to reduce their carbon emissions before 

joining the Challenge. However, most respondents were already taking 1-18 actions to 

reduce their emissions, and a smaller portion of respondents were taking 20-36 

actions to reduce their emissions (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: Frequencies for the past-action variable in which respondents indicated 
how many carbon-reducing actions they were already doing because of their concern 
about climate change.  
 

 

 

Finally, upon completing the Challenge, respondents indicated varying levels of 

success at adopting carbon-reducing behaviors. Individual success scores for the 

Challenge represented a relatively normal distribution, with the highest number of 

respondents reporting that they were “somewhat successful” at adopting new 

behaviors and few respondents reporting that they were very successful or not at all 

successful (Figure 3.3).    
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of success scores based on participants’ self-reported success 
at adopting new carbon-reducing actions at the end of the Campus Carbon Challenge. 
 

 

Path Analysis  

After all variables were computed, the conceptual model was assessed using a 

series of three regressions, as discussed above. Of the three variables used to evaluate 

respondents’ success at adopting carbon-reducing behaviors, hopefulness (β = .10, p = 

.04) and past actions (β = .12, p = .019) were significant predictors of success (Figure 

3.4).  However, these variables only explained a small percentage of success (3%). 

Respondents’ sense of human responsibility for carbon emissions did not predict their 

success at adopting new carbon-reducing behaviors; hence, this path was removed 

from the analysis.  

  In the second regression, the influence of concern on sense of responsibility, 

hopefulness, and past actions was assessed. Concern explained 29% of the variance in 

respondents’ sense of human responsibility for reducing emissions (β = .54, p < .001), 

8% of hopefulness about finding solutions to climate change (β = .29, p < .001), and 

16% of past carbon-reducing behavior (β = .41, p < .001). All tested relationships were 
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positive, so as a respondent’s concern increased so did his or her sense of 

responsibility, hope, and number of previous carbon-reducing actions.    

 Finally, the influence of awareness on concern was assessed. Awareness 

explained 43% of the variance in concern (β  = .66, p < .001). Again, there was a positive 

relationship between the two variables, so as an individual’s awareness increased, his 

or her concern also increased (Figure 3.4).   
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 Figure 3.4: Conceptual model for selected internal factors that predict Campus Carbon 
Challenge participants’ success at adopting new carbon-reducing behaviors with paths 
explained.  
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Discussion  

This first goal of this study was to evaluate the success of a carbon-reducing pilot 

project. Overall, the project was successful at encouraging participants to adopt 

multiple low-carbon behaviors, and all respondents reported some level of success at 

adopting new behaviors. This indicates that it is possible to successfully encourage 

people to adopt multiple carbon-reducing actions simultaneously. The other study 

goal, which was evaluated using the path model, was to examine how success was 

predicted by internal factors.  

As previous research suggests (Chess & Johnson, 2007), awareness about climate 

change did not predict participants’ success at reducing their emissions; however, 

awareness did predict some of the variance in participants’ level of concern about 

climate change. Also consistent with previous research (Bamberg, 2003), in this path 

model concern was an important, indirect determinant of ERB. As would be expected, 

there was a positive relationship between participants’ concern and other internal 

factors. The more concerned about climate change that a participant was, the more 

likely he or she was to feel a sense of human responsibility for reducing emissions, to 

feel hopeful about finding solutions to climate change, and to have taken past actions 

to reduce carbon emissions. While concern helped predict all three of these internal 

factors, it did not have a direct effect on how successful participants were at reducing 

emissions.   

 Previous research suggests that a person’s concern about an environmental 

issue does not necessarily lead to a sense of personal responsibility to do something 

about the issue (Blake, 1999); however, in this study’s path analysis, concern was a 

strong predictor of the variance in participants’ sense of responsibility.  Previous 

research also suggests that people with a strong sense of responsibility will be more 

likely to engage in ERB (Blake, 1999; Hines et al., 1986-87); however, Challenge 

participants’ sense of responsibility did not effectively predict any of the variance in 

their success at adopting new emission-reduction behavior. Chase and Ponagopoulos 

(1995) suggested that this disconnect between concern and responsibility could 
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expose a social dilemma where people do not think that their actions would make a 

difference, even if they feel they are responsible (Blake, 1999). It is likely that this 

social dilemma pertains to emissions reduction. As discussed by Preuss, one of the 

major cognitive barriers to awareness about climate change is that the effects of 

climate change are not immediately tangible (as cited in Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). 

In this case, Preuss’ barrier could be extended: one of the barriers to adopting low-

carbon behaviors is that the effects of one’s actions are not immediately tangible.      

While responsibility did not predict variance in successfully adopting ERB, the path 

model indicated that that hopefulness and past actions were a small but significant 

predictor of success. There has been little research into the role of hopefulness in ERB. 

However, this finding does support the Viscusi and Chesson (1999) study, which found 

that hope was a relevant factor in mangers response to climate change. The model 

also suggests that past carbon-reducing actions could predict future carbon-reducing 

actions, thus supporting De Young’s (2000) suggestion that past ERB actions might lead 

to future ERB actions.     

These findings can provide insight into the possible effectiveness of carbon-

reducing campaigns and the possibility of adopting multiple carbon-reducing behaviors 

simultaneously; however, there are limitations to the scope of these findings. The data 

collected were not drawn from a probability sample. Participants were self-selected, 

and thus generalizations to larger population cannot be made. The data were also self-

reported, and respondents’ actual success at reducing their emissions was not verified. 

Further, respondents reported on their success after one month, and it cannot be 

assumed that they maintained their behavioral changes after the Challenge was over.   

Respondents’ success rates varied widely and the path model explained a small 

percentage of that variance. To put these findings in context, it can be helpful to 

understand the limitations of path models. The models cannot possibly include all of 

the variables in the cognitive process, so the model cannot precisely mirror the 

cognitive process that precedes people’s success at reducing their emissions (Vaske, 

2008).  Moreover, path models assume a linear relationship between variables. The 
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Challenge path model assumed that participants were first aware of climate change, 

then became concerned, then felt a sense of responsibility, etc. In reality, there are 

likely multiple feedback loops between these variables. For example, a participant 

might first become aware, then concerned, and then decide to learn more about 

climate change, which leads to more awareness, which might lead to more concern.  

Path models also assume that the relationships between variables are a priori. In 

this model, a participant becomes aware of climate change before she becomes 

concerned. However, this is not necessarily the case. A person who had direct 

experience with rising sea levels might become concerned and then decide to learn 

more about climate change, thereby increasing his or her awareness.  Hence, rather 

than providing an exact cognitive model, the path model gives researchers some 

parsimonious and preliminary bearing on what variables play a role in successfully 

adopting carbon-reducing behaviors. Ultimately, the model should be used as a 

starting point instead of an end point.  

This model only explained 3% of the variance in participants’ success, which 

suggests that there are a number of key predictor variables that were not explored. It 

is not feasible to include all variables in a model; however, a more comprehensive 

model would include demographic, internal, and external variables (Kollmuss & 

Agyeman, 2002).  Qualitative data from the Challenge suggests which external and 

internal factors likely warrant further investigation.   

 At the end of the Challenge, participants were asked which of the actions they 

tried was most difficult and why. Clear themes emerged in their open-ended responses 

to this question. The majority of respondents commented on internal barriers to 

adopting new behaviors. Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) noted that motivation is a 

common internal factor, and this factor appeared as a strong theme in the qualitative 

data. Almost half the Challenge participants commented that it was difficult to adopt 

new behaviors because they were motivated by comfort, time, or convenience.  

Another common barrier was the difficultly of breaking old habits.  Participants’ 

motivations and old habits sometimes worked together to make adopting new 
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behaviors difficult.  One participant who pledged to ride a bike instead of driving one 

day a week wrote,  

This action was difficult for me because I haven't made it a habit, so the steps to 
do this are difficult at this point.  I generally take too much ‘stuff’ with me, 
laptop, books, lunch, etc. to make biking easy or convenient.  I need to work on 
this… 
  

Another common internal barrier was lack of knowledge about how to do something 

(e.g., stop junk mail or switch to online bills). One participant who pledged to talk to 

two policy makers about emissions reductions wrote, 

 I'm a renewable energy engineer, and know VERY little about politics and how 
they work and what to say to be most effective.  I've been trying to figure that 
all out, but it's just not my expertise.  So I felt like I could do a lot more than I 
did. 

 
 While internal factors where most common, a number of external factors also 

emerged in the open-ended responses. Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) found three 

common external factors in their survey of ERB literature: institutional, economic, and 

social and cultural factors. All three of these factors emerged as themes in Challenge 

participants’ open-ended responses, and the most prevalent external factor was 

institutional barriers to change. Challenge participants found that grocery stores did 

not carry food in bulk, they were not allowed to make energy-saving modifications to 

their rented homes, and some found that public transportation did not go where they 

needed it to. One participant who pledged to wash four out of five load of laundry in 

cold water wrote, “It’s hard to change the settings on the washing machines in the 

residence halls, so you get stuck with what settings are there.” Economic and cultural 

factors were also mentioned; however, those themes were far less common. Thus, in 

addition to the variables examined in this study, exploring the role of the above-

mentioned internal and external variables could provide further insight into the 

variability of success at adopting new carbon-reducing behaviors. 

The role of hope in ERB also warrants further investigation.  Future carbon-

reduction projects might also benefit from understanding what kind of hope is 
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effective in predicting success. Does having a general sense of hope about human’s 

ability to find solutions to climate change affect success at adoption low-carbon 

behaviors? Or do specific aspects of hopefulness about finding solutions to climate 

change (e.g., hope in collective and individual action) predict success more effectively 

than other aspects of hope (e.g., hope in technology and economics)?        

Finally, future research could examine the long-term effects of carbon-reduction 

programs. If people make a month-long commitment, are they more likely to make a 

year-long or life-long commitment to low-carbon living? Building on De Young’s (2000) 

findings, future inquiry could further examine the role of past carbon-reduction actions 

on adopting new carbon-reduction actions. Exploring these questions could provide 

insight into how to design future emissions-reduction projects that effectively 

encourage participants to reduce emission during and after the program.   

These findings have several implications for similar carbon-reduction projects. 

First, the retention rate of 71% during the project suggests that incorporating action 

strategies, fostering a sense of competence, and using the commitment technique 

were valuable foundational elements in the project design.  Second, the findings 

suggest that simply joining a carbon-reduction project does not necessarily mean that 

participants will be successful at reducing their emissions. Hence, future projects might 

have higher success rates if they provide support to participants throughout the 

project. Third, the study suggests that participants’ sense of hopefulness and previous 

carbon-reducing actions play a small but significant role in predicting their success at 

reducing their emissions. Future projects might benefit from highlighting these aspects 

of emission reduction in outreach material. For example, material could focus on 

hopeful solution to climate change and highlight what participants are already doing to 

reduce their emissions. Finally the study suggests that projects can successfully 

encourage participants to adopt multiple carbon-reducing behaviors. This last finding 

is especially important in light of the multitude of behavior changes that will be 

required to help mitigate climate change.  
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The Ongoing Challenge 

 
These smaller-scale actions are often innovative and when they succeed, can provide 
tangible examples of what is possible. Furthermore, local success can provide a source 
of hope in the face of despair….While serving as the source and testing ground for new 
ideas and new approaches, however, ultimately these local solutions have to be scaled 
up to the national and international levels if we are to successfully deal with our global 
environmental challenges. 
 

 – Anthony A. Leiserowitz and Lisa O. Fernandez (2007, pg. 29)   

 

In the two years that it took to design and facilitate the Campus Carbon 

Challenge (hereafter Challenge), approximately 15,970 million metric tons of carbon 

were emitted into the atmosphere, an estimated 158,295,957 people were born, and 

about 56,000 square miles of Arctic ice melted into the ocean (2005 estimates from 

Marland et al., 2008; US Census Bureau, 2008; National Snow and Data Research 

Center, 2008, respectively). Those massive numbers make it tempting to dismiss the 

impact of a grassroots Challenge and the 482 people who pledged to reduce their 

emissions. However, the Challenge cannot be measured solely by the number of 

people who participated, the amount of emissions mitigated, or the percentage of 

variance predicted. The project must also be evaluated by the extent to which it 

inspires discussion about our responsibility in a changing climate, informs the 

development of future emission-reduction projects, and becomes part of the much 

larger social movement that strives to imagine and create a low-carbon future. The 

Challenge can also be evaluated by its contribution to furthering and fine-tuning the 

scholarly understanding of emissions reduction. While Chapters 2 and 3 provide 

distinct analyses of personal emissions reduction, they also work together to illustrate 

areas of future research and limitations of the Challenge.  
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Future Research  

Hope 

Researchers hypothesize that people are more likely to engage in environmentally 

responsible behavior if they have an emotional reaction to environmental problems 

(Grob, 1991 as cited in Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002). However, they also note that 

people often first feel distress when they are exposed to environmental degradation 

and that distress can lead to a secondary response that prevents people from taking 

environmentally responsible behaviors. These secondary responses include denial, 

rational distancing, apathy and resignation, and delegation (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 

2002). If this list of bleak secondary responses leads to inaction, does a hopeful 

response lead to action?  

The path analysis for the Challenge suggests that hopefulness did predict success 

at adopting new behaviors; however, this relationship is not well understood. Future 

research might focus on what makes a person hopeful about climate change, on 

whether or not hope can be taught, and, if it can, what kind of information creates a 

sense of hope? As discussed in Chapter 3, research might also examine if there are 

certain aspects of hope that predict people’s success at adopting carbon-reducing 

behaviors. That is, are people who are more hopeful about social and cultural 

movements to reduce emissions more likely to reduce their personal emissions? On 

the contrary, are people who place their hope in technological solutions less likely to 

reduce their own emissions?  

Qualitative analysis in Chapter 2 revealed that most participants felt good after 

participating in the Challenge. When coupled with the quantitative finding that hope 

plays a role in predicting success, these two findings suggest a possible feedback loop 

where hope could lead to adopting low-carbon behaviors, which provokes a good 

feeling about the new behaviors, which leads to adopting more low-carbon behaviors. 

This theory is further supported by the path model finding that past carbon-reducing 

actions predicted success at adopting new actions. Reducing carbon emissions is an 
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ongoing commitment that requires adopting and maintaining multiple behavioral 

changes, and understanding this possible feedback loop could help explain the role of 

positive emotions in behavioral change such as emissions reduction.   

Understanding this feedback loop also has implications for outreach and 

educational campaigns. Moser and Dilling write:  

[E]ffective communicators need to be more solution- (rather than just 
problem-) oriented: giving people specific ideas of what to do, how to do it, 
creating a sense that these actions can effectively contribute to the solution, 
and, in fact, that individuals are part of larger efforts. They have to evoke hope, 
empower people, and help them envision an obtainable, desirable future. 
(2007, pg. 501) 

The Challenge findings suggest the Moser and Dilling are correct. If engendering hope 

(or other positive emotions) plays a role in behavior change, this information can be 

used to develop educational and outreach campaigns designed to motivate 

environmentally responsible behavior. As one participant noted, people are often 

bombarded with guilt and doomsday predication about climate change. Including 

messages of hope would represent a marked shift in the kind of climate change 

information people receive.  

 In addition to qualitative and quantitative research into hope, ethicists could 

offer insight into the role hope should play. Should messages of hope be included 

along with messages of environmental degradation and despair? Whose responsibility 

is it to give future generations hope?  

Responsibility  

In Chapter 2 I argue that those of us living high-carbon lifestyles have a 

personal, moral responsibility to reduce our emissions to a fair share; however, in 

Chapter 3 I discuss finding which suggest that participants’ sense of responsibility for 

reducing carbon emissions did not successfully predict any of the variance in their 

success at adopting carbon reducing behaviors. On the surface, this finding seems to 
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negate the need to focus on moral responsibility. However, at least two things should 

be considered before accepting this conclusion.  

First, the path model measured participants’ general sense of responsibility for 

reducing carbon emissions rather than their personal sense of responsibility for 

reducing. I asked participants how responsible they thought governments, 

corporations, and individuals should be for reducing their emissions, but I did not ask 

participants about their personal sense of responsibility. In future studies, a more 

precise measure of personal responsibility might illustrate a more direct connection 

between respondents’ sense of personal responsibility and their success at reducing 

emissions. Second,  if this relationship is not found, further examining Chase and 

Ponagopoulos’ (1995) suggestion that the disconnect between responsibility and 

action could expose a social dilemma where people do not think that their actions 

would make a difference, even if they feel they are responsible (Blake, 1999). The Fair 

Emissions Principle could work toward addressing this social dilemma by clarifying why 

reducing personal emissions do matter.  

 External Barriers  

Chapters 2 and 3 include some discussion of external barriers to change (e.g., 

institutional, economic, and cultural factors). The close examination of these barriers 

was beyond the scope of my thesis; however, these barriers clearly play a role in ERB 

and warrant further ethical, qualitative, and quantitative investigation. Ethicists might 

begin by asking what people’s responsibilities should be when they experience 

external barriers to change. And who should be responsible for spearheading the 

cultural, institutional, and political changes that are necessary to create lasting, 

systematic reductions to carbon emissions? Qualitative researchers could further 

examine the open-ended questions from the Challenge or similar projects to 

understand how people perceive and overcome (or fail to overcome) external barriers. 

Quantitative inquiry could examine which external barriers predict success at reducing 

emissions and how these factors fit into the path model.   
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How Much and How Many Matter?  

Carbon Calculators  

In Chapter 2 I developed a rudimentary equation to establish a framework for 

the Fair Emissions Principle and calculated that each person should each emit about 

one ton of carbon per year. To track progress toward achieving our fair share of 

emissions, people will need to track their personal emissions over time. However, 

quantifying personal emissions is difficult for a number of reasons. First, there are 

currently no carbon calculators that are sensitive enough to track all possible carbon-

reducing behaviors. Most carbon calculators only evaluate annual emissions from auto 

and plane travel and from household energy use. Some calculators account for 

additional habits such as diet; however, behaviors such as type of grocery bag used, 

length of showers, tire pressure, and amount of junk mail are not measured. 

Moreover, the calculators are not sensitive enough to capture monthly changes in 

emissions. As more comprehensive, accurate calculators are developed, they could be 

used to track reductions to personal emissions and to quantify the amount of carbon 

reduced during outreach projects. For now, there are dozens of online calculators that 

provide helpful estimates of personal or household emissions.ii 

Creating a Wedge  

As discussed in Chapter 2, to stabilize climate change scientists tell us that we’ll 

need to hold emissions “near the present level of 7 billion tons of carbon per year…for 

the next 50 years” (Pacala and Socolow, 2004). Pacala and Socolow (2004) go on to 

argue that “humanity can solve the carbon and climate problem in the first half of this 

century simply by scaling up what we already know how to do” (pg. 968). They present 

seven stabilization wedges, each of which accounts for 25 gigatons of carbon (GtC) 

reduced in the next 50 years. Most of their wedges are technological solutions (e.g., 

increasing fuel economy, replace coal power with photovoltaic power, and storage of 

carbon captured in power plants).   
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Like each of Pacala and Socolow’s wedges, personal emission reduction is a 

matter of scaling up what we already know how to do. Future interdisciplinary 

research might examine how personal emission reduction could create a wedge by 

reducing 25 GtC over the next 50 years. Such research might begin by estimating how 

many people would need to reduce their emissions to a fair share to create a wedge. A 

personal emissions wedge could establish a national or international goal for personal 

emission reduction and provide a platform for future, large-scale emission-reduction 

projects. Of course, this wedge would need to be quantified with carbon calculators as 

described above. 

Study Limitations  

As with any study, there are certain benefits and drawbacks to the data collection 

techniques used in the Challenge. Both of the surveys were self administered. On one 

hand, the self-administered survey ensures that there is no interview bias, allows for 

more complex questions (e.g., the long list of “50 Things You Can Do to Reduce Your 

Emissions” [Appendix 1] would be difficult to administer in a personal interview), and 

some people are more willing to report on socially undesirable behaviors in self-

administered surveys than in personal interviews (Bernard, 2006). On the other hand, 

self-administered survey questions can be misinterpreted because respondents cannot 

ask for clarification about what a question means. A further weakness is that the 

survey was inaccessible to nonliterate or illiterate populations (Bernard, 2006). 

Moreover, all data in self-administered surveys is self reported, and there is no check 

of how honestly or seriously a respondent answers a question (Robson, 1993). For 

example, when a participant reported being extremely successful at biking to work or 

school once a week, there was no way to verify if that was indeed the case or how the 

respondent interpreted “very successful.” With 682 people making over 4,000 pledges 

to reduce their emissions, it would be logistically impossible to verify each report.    

Administering the surveys online also has benefits and drawbacks. On one 

hand, the online survey was easy to distribute in emails and on the Challenge website, 
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participants could complete the survey at their convenience, there was no limit to the 

number of people who could join the Challenge, and the online survey was less 

carbon-intensive than traditional mail surveys. On the other hand, online surveys 

present a number of sampling issues. A person could potentially take the survey twice 

because the link to the first survey was posted on the Challenge website and freely 

distributed. Moreover, participating in the Challenge did require accessing the internet 

twice, which precluded people without internet access from participating. Access to 

the internet is closely tied to education level (Bernard, 2006). In 2003, 80% of U.S. 

households with college graduates had internet access; however, only 24% of 

household with less than a high school education had internet (SAUS, 2004-2005 as 

cited in Bernard, 2006).  Bernard (2006) notes that internet surveys are commonly 

used in studies that do not require a representative sample, which was the case with 

the Challenge. To select a random, representative sample in future studies, 

researchers will need to overcome these online sample barriers and biases.   

Conclusion  

Dilling and Moser (2007) write, “The issue of climate change is too important to 

wait for perfection in how we communicate global warming and facilitate effective 

change to the solution” (pg. 513). I believe this is true of climate change research as 

well. As researchers deal with study limitations, it is important to remember that we 

are conducting real-time research into the fundamental cause of the urgent and 

escalating phenomenon of human-induced climate change. One ongoing challenge is 

to strive for perfection while simultaneously striving for practicality and real-world 

change. This project demonstrates that it is possible to address ethical and theoretical 

questions while creating change and encouraging ERB.   

The Challenge is one of thousands of small, yet steady, steps towards finding a 

solution to the climate crisis. However, as the human population and carbon emissions 

increase at unprecedented rates, this project is simply not enough. The next challenge 

is to scale this project up to a regional, state, national, or international level. ii 
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With this in mind, I asked Challenge participants what they would tell everyone 

in the United State about reducing their emissions. Their messages of encouragement, 

urgency, and perspective invite us to engage in the ongoing challenge of personal 

emissions reduction:  

Breathe deeply.  That air is everyone's. 

You are part of the problem and part of the solution.  

The time to act is now. 

We are all in this together; we all need to do our part.  Think of your children and 

grandchildren. 

In the same way that pennies add up to dollars, individual efforts can add up to millions 

of tons of carbon emissions. 

Change is happening whether or not we do something. Right now will decide whether it 

will be positive or not. 

Baby steps are better than no steps. 

Doing good feels good.  Try it! 

It starts with you. 

We can do this! 
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Appendix 1: 50 Things You Can Do to Reduce Your Emissions 

On the Go 

1. Carpool instead of going it alone (1 day per week) 

2. Take the bus instead of driving (1 day per week) 

3. Bike instead of driving (1 day per week) 

4. Work or study from home (1 day per week) 

5. Consolidate errands (twice this month) 

6. Inflate your tires (check your air pressure) 

7. Lighten your load  

8. Slow down (go the speed limit) 

At Home 

9. Light up with CFLs (change at half bulbs in house) 

10. Offset your energy use with green energy  

11. Turn your thermostat down 2 degrees (3 days per week) 

12. Put on a sweater instead of turning up the heat (3 days per week) 

13. Turn off lights when not in use 

14. Get an energy audit of your home  

15. Wash 4/5 loads of laundry on “cold/cold” setting  

16. Install window kits, or shrink plastic (half of your windows) 
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17. Unplug 90% of electronics when not in use  

18. Seal air leaks in your house  

19. Get a tune-up for your furnace  

20. Investigate purchasing solar panels for your home 

21. Investigate landscaping for energy efficiency  

22. Stop junk mail  

In the Kitchen  

23. Replace meat meals with vegetarian fare (1 meal per week) 

24. Don’t let it rot (reduce food you throw away by 1 pound per week) 

25. Make it from scratch (1 item per week) 

In the Bathroom 

26. Air-dry your hands instead of using paper towels 

27. Reduce shower to 5 minutes (2 times per week) 

28. Replace disposable with reusable (2 items this month) 

29. Lower your flow (install 2 low-flow water fixtures) 

30. Cut the cosmetics (skip 1 item for a week) 

31. Compost it (start a compost pile) 

Don’t Trash It 

32. Reuse instead of recycle (1 item per week) 

33. Have a waste-free lunch (1 time per week) 
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34. Break the coffee-cup habit (use reusable mug all month) 

35. Break the water-bottle habit (use reusable bottle all month) 

While Shopping 

36. Borrow instead of buying (2 items this month) 

37. Buy it used instead of new (2 items this month) 

38. Bring your own bag (use cloth once a week) 

39. Buy local produce (2 pounds per week) 

40. Buy local products (at least 2 items per week) 

41. Buy in bulk (at least 2 items) 

At the Office 

42. Refill ink cartridges instead of buying new ones 

43. Switch to online bills (at least 3 companies this month) 

44. Reduce paper consumption by 20%  

45. Power down your computer (install “Local Cooling” program) 

Spread the Word 

46. Speak your mind (talk to 2 policymakers) 

47. Read one new book about climate change  

48. Donate money to a climate-change cause ($10 this month) 

49. Volunteer with a climate-change project (4 hours) 

50. Spread the word (get 2 people to take 2 actions) 
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Appendix 2: Campus Carbon Challenge Surveys and Response 

Frequencies  

Campus Carbon Challenge Survey 1 
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Campus Carbon Challenge Survey 2 
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Question 9 continued.  
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Appendix 3: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Syntax 

Used for Campus Carbon Challenge Data  
 

Text in between asterisk lines explains the coding used in each section.  

***************************************************************** 
Select participants who completed both surveys and are affiliated with Oregon State 
University (OSU).  
***************************************************************** 
 
SELECT IF (RESPONDED = 1) 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=ID 
  /STATISTICS=SUM 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=OSU 
  /STATISTICS=SUM 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=OSUROLE 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN SUM 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Recode "Don't know" as missing and recode scales so strongly agree/extremely 
concerned/extremely hopeful/ extremely responsible are all 5. 
***************************************************************** 
 
***************************************************************** 
Recode perception questions.  
***************************************************************** 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_CC_HAPPEN S1_CC_SEEN S1_CC_HUMAN S1_CC_TIME 
S1_CC_THREAT 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
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RECODE S1_CC_HAPPEN S1_CC_SEEN S1_CC_HUMAN 
  S1_CC_TIME S1_CC_THREAT (1=5) (2=4) (3=3) (4=2) (5=1) (ELSE=SYSTMIS). 
 
value labels S1_CC_HAPPEN S1_CC_SEEN S1_CC_HUMAN 
  S1_CC_TIME S1_CC_THREAT 
 5 'Strongly Agree' 
 4 'Agree' 
 3 'Somewhat agree' 
 2 'Disagree' 
 1 'Strongly Disagree'.  
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_CC_HAPPEN S1_CC_SEEN S1_CC_HUMAN S1_CC_TIME 
S1_CC_THREAT 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
  
***************************************************************** 
Recode concern questions.  
***************************************************************** 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_CONCERN_BIO S1_CONCERN_ICE S1_CONCERN_SEA 
  S1_CONCERN_DIS S1_CONCERN_AG S1_CONCERN_PEOPLE S1_CONCERN_WEATHER 
  SI_CONCERN_NOW S1_CONCERN_LATER  
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
RECODE S1_CONCERN_BIO S1_CONCERN_ICE S1_CONCERN_SEA 
  S1_CONCERN_DIS S1_CONCERN_AG S1_CONCERN_PEOPLE S1_CONCERN_WEATHER 
  SI_CONCERN_NOW S1_CONCERN_LATER (1=5) (2=4) (3=3) (4=2) (5=1) 
(ELSE=SYSTMIS). 
 
value labels S1_CONCERN_BIO S1_CONCERN_ICE S1_CONCERN_SEA S1_CONCERN_DIS 
S1_CONCERN_AG S1_CONCERN_PEOPLE S1_CONCERN_WEATHER SI_CONCERN_NOW 
S1_CONCERN_LATER  
 1 'Not concerned' 
 2 'A little concerned' 
 3 'Somewhat concerned' 
 4 'Very concerned' 
 5 'Extremely concerned'. 
 EXECUTE .   
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FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_CONCERN_BIO S1_CONCERN_ICE S1_CONCERN_SEA 
  S1_CONCERN_DIS S1_CONCERN_AG S1_CONCERN_PEOPLE S1_CONCERN_WEATHER 
  SI_CONCERN_NOW S1_CONCERN_LATER  
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Recode hope questions. 
***************************************************************** 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_HOPE_ME S1_HOPE_US S1_HOPE_NATURE S1_HOPE_TECH 
S1_HOPE_POLICY 
  S1_HOPE_ECON 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
RECODE S1_HOPE_ME S1_HOPE_US S1_HOPE_NATURE S1_HOPE_TECH 
S1_HOPE_POLICY 
  S1_HOPE_ECON(1=5) (2=4) (3=3) (4=2) (5=1) (ELSE=SYSTMIS). 
 
value labels S1_HOPE_ME S1_HOPE_US S1_HOPE_NATURE S1_HOPE_TECH 
S1_HOPE_POLICY 
  S1_HOPE_ECON 
 1 'Not hopeful at all' 
 2 'Not very hopeful' 
 3 'Somewhat hopeful' 
 4 'Very hopeful' 
 5 'Extremely hopeful'. 
 EXECUTE .   
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_HOPE_ME S1_HOPE_US S1_HOPE_NATURE S1_HOPE_TECH 
S1_HOPE_POLICY 
  S1_HOPE_ECON 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Recode responsibility questions.  
***************************************************************** 
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FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDIVIDUAL S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDUSTRY 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_COUNTRY S1_RESPONSIBILITY_LOCAL 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_NATIONAL 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INTERNATIONAL 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
RECODE S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDIVIDUAL S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDUSTRY 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_COUNTRY S1_RESPONSIBILITY_LOCAL 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_NATIONAL 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INTERNATIONAL(1=5) (2=4) (3=3) (4=2) (5=1) (ELSE=SYSTMIS). 
 
value labels S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDIVIDUAL S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDUSTRY 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_COUNTRY S1_RESPONSIBILITY_LOCAL 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_NATIONAL 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INTERNATIONAL 
 1 'Not responsible at all' 
 2 'Not very responsible' 
 3 'Somewhat responsible' 
 4 'Very responsible' 
 5 'Extremely responsible'. 
 EXECUTE .   
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDIVIDUAL S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDUSTRY 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_COUNTRY S1_RESPONSIBILITY_LOCAL 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_NATIONAL 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INTERNATIONAL 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Run reliability analysis on each set of variables. 
***************************************************************** 
 
***************************************************************** 
Reliability on "S1 Awareness of Climate Change." No variables to drop. 
***************************************************************** 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=S1_CC_HAPPEN S1_CC_SEEN S1_CC_HUMAN S1_CC_THREAT 
  /SCALE('S1_perception_index')  ALL/MODEL=ALPHA 
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  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE CORR 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Reliability on "S1 Concern about Climate Change." No variables to drop.  
***************************************************************** 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=S1_CONCERN_AG S1_CONCERN_PEOPLE S1_CONCERN_WEATHER 
  SI_CONCERN_NOW S1_CONCERN_LATER S1_CONCERN_DIS S1_CONCERN_SEA 
S1_CONCERN_ICE 
  /SCALE('S1_concern_index')  ALL/MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE CORR 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Reliability on "S1 Hope about Climate Change." None variables to drop.  
***************************************************************** 
 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=S1_HOPE_ME S1_HOPE_US S1_HOPE_NATURE S1_HOPE_TECH 
S1_HOPE_POLICY 
 S1_HOPE_ECON 
  /SCALE('S1_hope_index')  ALL/MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE CORR 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Reliability on "S1 Sense of Human Responsibility for Carbon Emissions." No variables to 
drop.  
***************************************************************** 
 
RELIABILITY 
  /VARIABLES=S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDIVIDUAL S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDUSTRY 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_COUNTRY S1_RESPONSIBILITY_LOCAL 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_NATIONAL 
  S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INTERNATIONAL 
  /SCALE('S1_responsibility_index')  ALL/MODEL=ALPHA 
  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE CORR 
  /SUMMARY=TOTAL . 
 
***************************************************************** 
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All reliability analysis work, so scaled questions can be summated into indices. 
***************************************************************** 
Compute S1_perception_index = mean.2(S1_CC_HAPPEN, S1_CC_SEEN, 
S1_CC_HUMAN, S1_CC_THREAT). 
Compute S1_concern_index = mean.2(S1_CONCERN_AG, S1_CONCERN_PEOPLE, 
S1_CONCERN_WEATHER, SI_CONCERN_NOW, S1_CONCERN_LATER, 
S1_CONCERN_DIS, S1_CONCERN_SEA, S1_CONCERN_ICE). 
Compute S1_hope_index = mean.2(S1_HOPE_ME, S1_HOPE_US, S1_HOPE_NATURE, 
S1_HOPE_TECH, S1_HOPE_POLICY, S1_HOPE_ECON). 
Compute S1_responsibility_index = mean.2(S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDIVIDUAL, 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDUSTRY, S1_RESPONSIBILITY_COUNTRY, 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_LOCAL, S1_RESPONSIBILITY_NATIONAL, 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INTERNATIONAL). 
 
Variable labels 
 S1_perception_index 'S1 Perception of Climate Change Index' /  
 S1_concern_index 'S1 Concern about Climate Change' / 
 S1_hope_index 'S1 Hope about Climate Change' / 
 S1_responsibility_index 'S1 Sense of Human Responsibility for carbon 
emissions'. 
 
***************************************************************** 
Run frequencies and lists on the new indices. No problems.  
***************************************************************** 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=S1_perception_index S1_responsibility_index S1_concern_index 
  S1_hope_index 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
list variables = S1_perception_index S1_CC_HAPPEN S1_CC_SEEN S1_CC_HUMAN 
S1_CC_THREAT / cases from 1 to 20. 
list variables =S1_concern_index S1_CONCERN_AG S1_CONCERN_PEOPLE 
S1_CONCERN_WEATHER SI_CONCERN_NOW S1_CONCERN_LATER S1_CONCERN_DIS 
S1_CONCERN_SEA S1_CONCERN_ICE / cases from 1 to 20. 
list variables =S1_hope_index S1_HOPE_ME S1_HOPE_US S1_HOPE_NATURE 
S1_HOPE_TECH S1_HOPE_POLICY S1_HOPE_ECON / cases from 1 to 20. 
list variables =S1_responsibility_index S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDIVIDUAL 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INDUSTRY S1_RESPONSIBILITY_COUNTRY 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_LOCAL S1_RESPONSIBILITY_NATIONAL 
S1_RESPONSIBILITY_INTERNATIONAL / cases from 1 to 20. 
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***************************************************************** 
Create Success Score. Check frequencies and recode so 4 = extremely successful. 
***************************************************************** 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=SUCCESS_1_CARPOOL SUCCESS_2_BUS SUCCESS_3_BIKE 
SUCCESS_4_WORK 
  SUCCESS_5_ERRAND SUCCESS_6_TIRES SUCCESS_7_LOAD SUCCESS_8_SLOW 
SUCCESS_9_CFL 
  SUCCESS_10_OFFSET SUCCESS_11_THERMO SUCCESS_12_SWEATER 
SUCCESS_13_LIGHTS 
  SUCCESS_14_AUDIT SUCCESS_15_WASH SUCCESS_16_WINDOW 
SUCCESS_17_UNPLUG 
  SUCCESS_18_AIRLEAK SUCCESS_19_FURNACE SUCCESS_20_PV 
SUCCESS_21_LANDSCAPE 
  SUCCESS_22_JUNKMAIL SUCCESS_23_VEG SUCCESS_24_ROT SUCCESS_25_SCRATCH 
  SUCCESS_26_HANDS SUCCESS_27_SHOWER SUCCESS_28_REPLACE 
SUCCESS_29_WATER 
  SUCCESS_30_COSMETICS SUCCESS_31_COMPOST SUCCESS_32_REUSE 
SUCCESS_33_LUNCH 
  SUCCESS_34_COFFEE SUCCESS_35_BOTTLE SUCCESS_36_BORROW 
SUCCESS_37_USED 
  SUCCESS_38_BAG SUCCESS_39_PRODUCE SUCCESS_40_PRODUCTS 
SUCCESS_41_BULK 
  SUCCESS_42_INK SUCCESS_43_BILLS SUCCESS_44_PAPER SUCCESS_45_POWER 
  SUCCESS_46_SPEAK SUCCESS_47_BOOK SUCCESS_48_DONATE 
SUCCESS_49_VOLUNTEER 
  SUCCESS_50_SPREAD SUCCESS_51_AIRDRY SUCCESS_52_PBAG SUCCESS_53_VEGAN 
  SUCCESS_54_GOVEG SUCCESS_55_GREENTAG SUCCESS_56_LAPTOP 
SUCCESS_57_DAIRY 
  SUCCESS_58_EATHOME SUCCESS_60_PROFS SUCCESS_61_LAW SUCCESS_62_CAR 
  SUCCESS_63_RECEIPT SUCCESS_63_TREES SUCCESS_64_HEATER 
SUCCESS_66_SHADES 
  SUCCESS_66_APPLIANCE SUCCESS_67_INDUSTRY SUCCESS_68_TOWN 
SUCCESS_69_CLASSES 
  SUCCESS_70_TRANSPORT SUCCESS_71_TEACH SUCCESS_72_BOOKS 
SUCCESS_73_CCC 
  SUCCESS_74_SILVERWARE SUCCESS_75_TOWELS SUCCESS_76_WALK 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
RECODE SUCCESS_1_CARPOOL SUCCESS_2_BUS SUCCESS_3_BIKE SUCCESS_4_WORK 
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  SUCCESS_5_ERRAND SUCCESS_6_TIRES SUCCESS_7_LOAD SUCCESS_8_SLOW 
SUCCESS_9_CFL 
  SUCCESS_10_OFFSET SUCCESS_11_THERMO SUCCESS_12_SWEATER 
SUCCESS_13_LIGHTS 
  SUCCESS_14_AUDIT SUCCESS_15_WASH SUCCESS_16_WINDOW 
SUCCESS_17_UNPLUG 
  SUCCESS_18_AIRLEAK SUCCESS_19_FURNACE SUCCESS_20_PV 
SUCCESS_21_LANDSCAPE 
  SUCCESS_22_JUNKMAIL SUCCESS_23_VEG SUCCESS_24_ROT SUCCESS_25_SCRATCH 
  SUCCESS_26_HANDS SUCCESS_27_SHOWER SUCCESS_28_REPLACE 
SUCCESS_29_WATER 
  SUCCESS_30_COSMETICS SUCCESS_31_COMPOST SUCCESS_32_REUSE 
SUCCESS_33_LUNCH 
  SUCCESS_34_COFFEE SUCCESS_35_BOTTLE SUCCESS_36_BORROW 
SUCCESS_37_USED 
  SUCCESS_38_BAG SUCCESS_39_PRODUCE SUCCESS_40_PRODUCTS 
SUCCESS_41_BULK 
  SUCCESS_42_INK SUCCESS_43_BILLS SUCCESS_44_PAPER SUCCESS_45_POWER 
  SUCCESS_46_SPEAK SUCCESS_47_BOOK SUCCESS_48_DONATE 
SUCCESS_49_VOLUNTEER 
  SUCCESS_50_SPREAD SUCCESS_51_AIRDRY SUCCESS_52_PBAG SUCCESS_53_VEGAN 
  SUCCESS_54_GOVEG SUCCESS_55_GREENTAG SUCCESS_56_LAPTOP 
SUCCESS_57_DAIRY 
  SUCCESS_58_EATHOME SUCCESS_60_PROFS SUCCESS_61_LAW SUCCESS_62_CAR 
  SUCCESS_63_RECEIPT SUCCESS_63_TREES SUCCESS_64_HEATER 
SUCCESS_66_SHADES 
  SUCCESS_66_APPLIANCE SUCCESS_67_INDUSTRY SUCCESS_68_TOWN 
SUCCESS_69_CLASSES 
  SUCCESS_70_TRANSPORT SUCCESS_71_TEACH SUCCESS_72_BOOKS 
SUCCESS_73_CCC 
  SUCCESS_74_SILVERWARE SUCCESS_75_TOWELS SUCCESS_76_WALK (1=4) (2=3) 
(3=2) (4=1) (ELSE=SYSTMIS).   
 
Value labels SUCCESS_1_CARPOOL SUCCESS_2_BUS SUCCESS_3_BIKE 
SUCCESS_4_WORK 
  SUCCESS_5_ERRAND SUCCESS_6_TIRES SUCCESS_7_LOAD SUCCESS_8_SLOW 
SUCCESS_9_CFL 
  SUCCESS_10_OFFSET SUCCESS_11_THERMO SUCCESS_12_SWEATER 
SUCCESS_13_LIGHTS 
  SUCCESS_14_AUDIT SUCCESS_15_WASH SUCCESS_16_WINDOW 
SUCCESS_17_UNPLUG 
  SUCCESS_18_AIRLEAK SUCCESS_19_FURNACE SUCCESS_20_PV 
SUCCESS_21_LANDSCAPE 
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  SUCCESS_22_JUNKMAIL SUCCESS_23_VEG SUCCESS_24_ROT SUCCESS_25_SCRATCH 
  SUCCESS_26_HANDS SUCCESS_27_SHOWER SUCCESS_28_REPLACE 
SUCCESS_29_WATER 
  SUCCESS_30_COSMETICS SUCCESS_31_COMPOST SUCCESS_32_REUSE 
SUCCESS_33_LUNCH 
  SUCCESS_34_COFFEE SUCCESS_35_BOTTLE SUCCESS_36_BORROW 
SUCCESS_37_USED 
  SUCCESS_38_BAG SUCCESS_39_PRODUCE SUCCESS_40_PRODUCTS 
SUCCESS_41_BULK 
  SUCCESS_42_INK SUCCESS_43_BILLS SUCCESS_44_PAPER SUCCESS_45_POWER 
  SUCCESS_46_SPEAK SUCCESS_47_BOOK SUCCESS_48_DONATE 
SUCCESS_49_VOLUNTEER 
  SUCCESS_50_SPREAD SUCCESS_51_AIRDRY SUCCESS_52_PBAG SUCCESS_53_VEGAN 
  SUCCESS_54_GOVEG SUCCESS_55_GREENTAG SUCCESS_56_LAPTOP 
SUCCESS_57_DAIRY 
  SUCCESS_58_EATHOME SUCCESS_60_PROFS SUCCESS_61_LAW SUCCESS_62_CAR 
  SUCCESS_63_RECEIPT SUCCESS_63_TREES SUCCESS_64_HEATER 
SUCCESS_66_SHADES 
  SUCCESS_66_APPLIANCE SUCCESS_67_INDUSTRY SUCCESS_68_TOWN 
SUCCESS_69_CLASSES 
  SUCCESS_70_TRANSPORT SUCCESS_71_TEACH SUCCESS_72_BOOKS 
SUCCESS_73_CCC 
  SUCCESS_74_SILVERWARE SUCCESS_75_TOWELS SUCCESS_76_WALK 
 4 'Very successful' 
 3 'Somewhat successful' 
 2 'A little successful' 
 1 'Not successful at all'. 
 EXECUTE.  
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=SUCCESS_1_CARPOOL SUCCESS_2_BUS SUCCESS_3_BIKE 
SUCCESS_4_WORK 
  SUCCESS_5_ERRAND SUCCESS_6_TIRES SUCCESS_7_LOAD SUCCESS_8_SLOW 
SUCCESS_9_CFL 
  SUCCESS_10_OFFSET SUCCESS_11_THERMO SUCCESS_12_SWEATER 
SUCCESS_13_LIGHTS 
  SUCCESS_14_AUDIT SUCCESS_15_WASH SUCCESS_16_WINDOW 
SUCCESS_17_UNPLUG 
  SUCCESS_18_AIRLEAK SUCCESS_19_FURNACE SUCCESS_20_PV 
SUCCESS_21_LANDSCAPE 
  SUCCESS_22_JUNKMAIL SUCCESS_23_VEG SUCCESS_24_ROT SUCCESS_25_SCRATCH 
  SUCCESS_26_HANDS SUCCESS_27_SHOWER SUCCESS_28_REPLACE 
SUCCESS_29_WATER 
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  SUCCESS_30_COSMETICS SUCCESS_31_COMPOST SUCCESS_32_REUSE 
SUCCESS_33_LUNCH 
  SUCCESS_34_COFFEE SUCCESS_35_BOTTLE SUCCESS_36_BORROW 
SUCCESS_37_USED 
  SUCCESS_38_BAG SUCCESS_39_PRODUCE SUCCESS_40_PRODUCTS 
SUCCESS_41_BULK 
  SUCCESS_42_INK SUCCESS_43_BILLS SUCCESS_44_PAPER SUCCESS_45_POWER 
  SUCCESS_46_SPEAK SUCCESS_47_BOOK SUCCESS_48_DONATE 
SUCCESS_49_VOLUNTEER 
  SUCCESS_50_SPREAD SUCCESS_51_AIRDRY SUCCESS_52_PBAG SUCCESS_53_VEGAN 
  SUCCESS_54_GOVEG SUCCESS_55_GREENTAG SUCCESS_56_LAPTOP 
SUCCESS_57_DAIRY 
  SUCCESS_58_EATHOME SUCCESS_60_PROFS SUCCESS_61_LAW SUCCESS_62_CAR 
  SUCCESS_63_RECEIPT SUCCESS_63_TREES SUCCESS_64_HEATER 
SUCCESS_66_SHADES 
  SUCCESS_66_APPLIANCE SUCCESS_67_INDUSTRY SUCCESS_68_TOWN 
SUCCESS_69_CLASSES 
  SUCCESS_70_TRANSPORT SUCCESS_71_TEACH SUCCESS_72_BOOKS 
SUCCESS_73_CCC 
  SUCCESS_74_SILVERWARE SUCCESS_75_TOWELS SUCCESS_76_WALK 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Create success_score and check with frequencies and lists.  
***************************************************************** 
 
Compute Success_score = mean.2 (SUCCESS_1_CARPOOL, SUCCESS_2_BUS, 
SUCCESS_3_BIKE, SUCCESS_4_WORK, 
  SUCCESS_5_ERRAND, SUCCESS_6_TIRES, SUCCESS_7_LOAD, SUCCESS_8_SLOW, 
SUCCESS_9_CFL, 
  SUCCESS_10_OFFSET, SUCCESS_11_THERMO, SUCCESS_12_SWEATER, 
SUCCESS_13_LIGHTS, 
  SUCCESS_14_AUDIT, SUCCESS_15_WASH, SUCCESS_16_WINDOW, 
SUCCESS_17_UNPLUG, 
  SUCCESS_18_AIRLEAK, SUCCESS_19_FURNACE, SUCCESS_20_PV, 
SUCCESS_21_LANDSCAPE, 
  SUCCESS_22_JUNKMAIL, SUCCESS_23_VEG, SUCCESS_24_ROT, 
SUCCESS_25_SCRATCH, 
  SUCCESS_26_HANDS, SUCCESS_27_SHOWER, SUCCESS_28_REPLACE, 
SUCCESS_29_WATER, 
  SUCCESS_30_COSMETICS, SUCCESS_31_COMPOST, SUCCESS_32_REUSE, 
SUCCESS_33_LUNCH, 
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  SUCCESS_34_COFFEE, SUCCESS_35_BOTTLE, SUCCESS_36_BORROW, 
SUCCESS_37_USED, 
  SUCCESS_38_BAG, SUCCESS_39_PRODUCE, SUCCESS_40_PRODUCTS, 
SUCCESS_41_BULK, 
  SUCCESS_42_INK, SUCCESS_43_BILLS, SUCCESS_44_PAPER, SUCCESS_45_POWER, 
  SUCCESS_46_SPEAK, SUCCESS_47_BOOK, SUCCESS_48_DONATE, 
SUCCESS_49_VOLUNTEER, 
  SUCCESS_50_SPREAD, SUCCESS_51_AIRDRY, SUCCESS_52_PBAG, 
SUCCESS_53_VEGAN, 
  SUCCESS_54_GOVEG, SUCCESS_55_GREENTAG, SUCCESS_56_LAPTOP, 
SUCCESS_57_DAIRY, 
  SUCCESS_58_EATHOME, SUCCESS_60_PROFS, SUCCESS_61_LAW, SUCCESS_62_CAR, 
  SUCCESS_63_RECEIPT, SUCCESS_63_TREES, SUCCESS_64_HEATER, 
SUCCESS_66_SHADES, 
  SUCCESS_66_APPLIANCE, SUCCESS_67_INDUSTRY, SUCCESS_68_TOWN, 
SUCCESS_69_CLASSES, 
  SUCCESS_70_TRANSPORT, SUCCESS_71_TEACH, SUCCESS_72_BOOKS, 
SUCCESS_73_CCC, 
  SUCCESS_74_SILVERWARE, SUCCESS_75_TOWELS, SUCCESS_76_WALK). 
 
Variable labels Success_Score 'Overall success score for completing carbon challenge 
activities'.  
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=Success_score 
  /STATISTICS=MEAN MEDIAN MODE 
  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
list variables = Success_score SUCCESS_1_CARPOOL SUCCESS_2_BUS SUCCESS_3_BIKE 
SUCCESS_4_WORK 
  SUCCESS_5_ERRAND SUCCESS_6_TIRES SUCCESS_7_LOAD SUCCESS_8_SLOW 
SUCCESS_9_CFL 
  SUCCESS_10_OFFSET SUCCESS_11_THERMO SUCCESS_12_SWEATER 
SUCCESS_13_LIGHTS 
  SUCCESS_14_AUDIT SUCCESS_15_WASH SUCCESS_16_WINDOW 
SUCCESS_17_UNPLUG 
  SUCCESS_18_AIRLEAK SUCCESS_19_FURNACE SUCCESS_20_PV 
SUCCESS_21_LANDSCAPE 
  SUCCESS_22_JUNKMAIL SUCCESS_23_VEG SUCCESS_24_ROT SUCCESS_25_SCRATCH 
  SUCCESS_26_HANDS SUCCESS_27_SHOWER SUCCESS_28_REPLACE 
SUCCESS_29_WATER 
  SUCCESS_30_COSMETICS SUCCESS_31_COMPOST SUCCESS_32_REUSE 
SUCCESS_33_LUNCH 
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  SUCCESS_34_COFFEE SUCCESS_35_BOTTLE SUCCESS_36_BORROW 
SUCCESS_37_USED 
  SUCCESS_38_BAG SUCCESS_39_PRODUCE SUCCESS_40_PRODUCTS 
SUCCESS_41_BULK 
  SUCCESS_42_INK SUCCESS_43_BILLS SUCCESS_44_PAPER SUCCESS_45_POWER 
  SUCCESS_46_SPEAK SUCCESS_47_BOOK SUCCESS_48_DONATE 
SUCCESS_49_VOLUNTEER 
  SUCCESS_50_SPREAD SUCCESS_51_AIRDRY SUCCESS_52_PBAG SUCCESS_53_VEGAN 
  SUCCESS_54_GOVEG SUCCESS_55_GREENTAG SUCCESS_56_LAPTOP 
SUCCESS_57_DAIRY 
  SUCCESS_58_EATHOME SUCCESS_60_PROFS SUCCESS_61_LAW SUCCESS_62_CAR 
  SUCCESS_63_RECEIPT SUCCESS_63_TREES SUCCESS_64_HEATER 
SUCCESS_66_SHADES 
  SUCCESS_66_APPLIANCE SUCCESS_67_INDUSTRY SUCCESS_68_TOWN 
SUCCESS_69_CLASSES 
  SUCCESS_70_TRANSPORT SUCCESS_71_TEACH SUCCESS_72_BOOKS 
SUCCESS_73_CCC 
  SUCCESS_74_SILVERWARE SUCCESS_75_TOWELS SUCCESS_76_WALK / cases from 1 
to 20. 
 
***************************************************************** 
Create “past action” variable. 
***************************************************************** 
 
FREQUENCIES 
  VARIABLES=LIST50THINGS_1_CARPOOL LIST50THINGS_2_BUS LIST50THINGS_3_BIKE 
  LIST50THINGS_4_WORK LIST50THINGS_5_ERRAND LIST50THINGS_6_TIRES 
  LIST50THINGS_7_LOAD LIST50THINGS_8_SLOW LIST50THINGS_9_CFL 
  LIST50THINGS_10_OFFSET LIST50THINGS_11_THERMO LIST50THINGS_12_SWEATER 
  LIST50THINGS_13_LIGHTS LIST50THINGS_14_AUDIT LIST50THINGS_15_WASH 
  LIST50THINGS_16_WINDOW LIST50THINGS_17_UNPLUG LIST50THINGS_18_AIRLEAK 
  LIST50THINGS_19_FURNACE LIST50THINGS_20_PV LIST50THINGS_21_LANDSCAPE 
  LIST50THINGS_22_JUNKMAIL LIST50THINGS_23_VEG LIST50THINGS_24_ROT 
  LIST50THINGS_25_SCRATCH LIST50THINGS_26_HANDS LIST50THINGS_27_SHOWER 
  LIST50THINGS_28_REPLACE LIST50THINGS_29_WATER 
LIST50THINGS_30_COSMETICS 
  LIST50THINGS_31_COMPOST LIST50THINGS_32_REUSE LIST50THINGS_33_LUNCH 
  LIST50THINGS_34_COFFEE LIST50THINGS_35_BOTTLE LIST50THINGS_36_BORROW 
  LIST50THINGS_37_USED LIST50THINGS_38_BAG LIST50THINGS_39_PRODUCE 
  LIST50THINGS_40_PRODUCTS LIST50THINGS_41_BULK LIST50THINGS_42_INK 
  LIST50THINGS_43_BILLS LIST50THINGS_44_PAPER LIST50THINGS_45_POWER 
  LIST50THINGS_46_SPEAK LIST50THINGS_47_BOOK LIST50THINGS_48_DONATE 
  LIST50THINGS_49_VOLUNTEER LIST50THINGS_50_SPREAD 
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  /ORDER=  ANALYSIS . 
 
***************************************************************** 
Recode to remove everything except 4 (i.e., actions people were already doing 
because of their concern about climate change).  
***************************************************************** 
 
RECODE 
  LIST50THINGS_1_CARPOOL LIST50THINGS_2_BUS LIST50THINGS_3_BIKE 
  LIST50THINGS_4_WORK LIST50THINGS_5_ERRAND LIST50THINGS_6_TIRES 
  LIST50THINGS_7_LOAD LIST50THINGS_8_SLOW LIST50THINGS_9_CFL 
  LIST50THINGS_10_OFFSET LIST50THINGS_11_THERMO LIST50THINGS_12_SWEATER 
  LIST50THINGS_13_LIGHTS LIST50THINGS_14_AUDIT LIST50THINGS_15_WASH 
  LIST50THINGS_16_WINDOW LIST50THINGS_17_UNPLUG LIST50THINGS_18_AIRLEAK 
  LIST50THINGS_19_FURNACE LIST50THINGS_20_PV LIST50THINGS_21_LANDSCAPE 
  LIST50THINGS_22_JUNKMAIL LIST50THINGS_23_VEG LIST50THINGS_24_ROT 
  LIST50THINGS_25_SCRATCH LIST50THINGS_26_HANDS LIST50THINGS_27_SHOWER 
  LIST50THINGS_28_REPLACE LIST50THINGS_29_WATER 
LIST50THINGS_30_COSMETICS 
  LIST50THINGS_31_COMPOST LIST50THINGS_32_REUSE LIST50THINGS_33_LUNCH 
  LIST50THINGS_34_COFFEE LIST50THINGS_35_BOTTLE LIST50THINGS_36_BORROW 
  LIST50THINGS_37_USED LIST50THINGS_38_BAG LIST50THINGS_39_PRODUCE 
  LIST50THINGS_40_PRODUCTS LIST50THINGS_41_BULK LIST50THINGS_42_INK 
  LIST50THINGS_43_BILLS LIST50THINGS_44_PAPER LIST50THINGS_45_POWER 
  LIST50THINGS_46_SPEAK LIST50THINGS_47_BOOK LIST50THINGS_48_DONATE 
  LIST50THINGS_49_VOLUNTEER LIST50THINGS_50_SPREAD  (5=0)  (2=0)  (1=0)  (3=1) 
   (4=1)  (ELSE=SYSMIS)  . 
EXECUTE . 
 
Value labels LIST50THINGS_1_CARPOOL LIST50THINGS_2_BUS LIST50THINGS_3_BIKE 
  LIST50THINGS_4_WORK LIST50THINGS_5_ERRAND LIST50THINGS_6_TIRES 
  LIST50THINGS_7_LOAD LIST50THINGS_8_SLOW LIST50THINGS_9_CFL 
  LIST50THINGS_10_OFFSET LIST50THINGS_11_THERMO LIST50THINGS_12_SWEATER 
  LIST50THINGS_13_LIGHTS LIST50THINGS_14_AUDIT LIST50THINGS_15_WASH 
  LIST50THINGS_16_WINDOW LIST50THINGS_17_UNPLUG LIST50THINGS_18_AIRLEAK 
  LIST50THINGS_19_FURNACE LIST50THINGS_20_PV LIST50THINGS_21_LANDSCAPE 
  LIST50THINGS_22_JUNKMAIL LIST50THINGS_23_VEG LIST50THINGS_24_ROT 
  LIST50THINGS_25_SCRATCH LIST50THINGS_26_HANDS LIST50THINGS_27_SHOWER 
  LIST50THINGS_28_REPLACE LIST50THINGS_29_WATER 
LIST50THINGS_30_COSMETICS 
  LIST50THINGS_31_COMPOST LIST50THINGS_32_REUSE LIST50THINGS_33_LUNCH 
  LIST50THINGS_34_COFFEE LIST50THINGS_35_BOTTLE LIST50THINGS_36_BORROW 
  LIST50THINGS_37_USED LIST50THINGS_38_BAG LIST50THINGS_39_PRODUCE 
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  LIST50THINGS_40_PRODUCTS LIST50THINGS_41_BULK LIST50THINGS_42_INK 
  LIST50THINGS_43_BILLS LIST50THINGS_44_PAPER LIST50THINGS_45_POWER 
  LIST50THINGS_46_SPEAK LIST50THINGS_47_BOOK LIST50THINGS_48_DONATE 
  LIST50THINGS_49_VOLUNTEER LIST50THINGS_50_SPREAD   
 0 'Not doing' 
 1 'Doing'. 
 
COMPUTE Pastaction = sum(LIST50THINGS_1_CARPOOL, LIST50THINGS_2_BUS, 
LIST50THINGS_3_BIKE, 
  LIST50THINGS_4_WORK, LIST50THINGS_5_ERRAND, LIST50THINGS_6_TIRES, 
  LIST50THINGS_7_LOAD, LIST50THINGS_8_SLOW, LIST50THINGS_9_CFL, 
  LIST50THINGS_10_OFFSET, LIST50THINGS_11_THERMO, 
LIST50THINGS_12_SWEATER, 
  LIST50THINGS_13_LIGHTS, LIST50THINGS_14_AUDIT, LIST50THINGS_15_WASH, 
  LIST50THINGS_16_WINDOW, LIST50THINGS_17_UNPLUG, 
LIST50THINGS_18_AIRLEAK, 
  LIST50THINGS_19_FURNACE, LIST50THINGS_20_PV, LIST50THINGS_21_LANDSCAPE, 
  LIST50THINGS_22_JUNKMAIL, LIST50THINGS_23_VEG, LIST50THINGS_24_ROT, 
  LIST50THINGS_25_SCRATCH, LIST50THINGS_26_HANDS, LIST50THINGS_27_SHOWER, 
  LIST50THINGS_28_REPLACE, LIST50THINGS_29_WATER, 
LIST50THINGS_30_COSMETICS, 
  LIST50THINGS_31_COMPOST, LIST50THINGS_32_REUSE, LIST50THINGS_33_LUNCH, 
  LIST50THINGS_34_COFFEE, LIST50THINGS_35_BOTTLE, LIST50THINGS_36_BORROW, 
  LIST50THINGS_37_USED, LIST50THINGS_38_BAG, LIST50THINGS_39_PRODUCE, 
  LIST50THINGS_40_PRODUCTS, LIST50THINGS_41_BULK, LIST50THINGS_42_INK, 
  LIST50THINGS_43_BILLS, LIST50THINGS_44_PAPER, LIST50THINGS_45_POWER, 
  LIST50THINGS_46_SPEAK, LIST50THINGS_47_BOOK, LIST50THINGS_48_DONATE, 
  LIST50THINGS_49_VOLUNTEER, LIST50THINGS_50_SPREAD). 
EXECUTE . 
 
frequencies variables = pastaction. 
 
***************************************************************** 
Test path model. 
***************************************************************** 
 
CORRELATIONS 
  /VARIABLES=Pastaction S1_perception_index S1_concern_index S1_hope_index 
  S1_responsibility_index Success_score PastactionNOTbcofcc 
  /PRINT=TWOTAIL NOSIG 
  /MISSING=PAIRWISE . 
 
***************************************************************** 
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Independent variable (IV) = responsibility, hope, and past actions. Dependent variable 
(DV)  = success. 
***************************************************************** 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN 
  /DEPENDENT Success_score 
  /METHOD=ENTER S1_hope_index S1_responsibility_index Pastaction  . 
 
***************************************************************** 
IV = concern. DV = responsibility, hope, past action 
***************************************************************** 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN 
  /DEPENDENT S1_responsibility_index 
  /METHOD=ENTER S1_concern_index  . 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN 
  /DEPENDENT S1_hope_index 
  /METHOD=ENTER S1_concern_index  . 
 
REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN 
  /DEPENDENT Pastaction 
  /METHOD=ENTER S1_concern_index  . 
 
***************************************************************** 
IV = perception. DV = concern 
***************************************************************** 
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REGRESSION 
  /MISSING LISTWISE 
  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 
  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 
  /NOORIGIN 
  /DEPENDENT S1_concern_index 
  /METHOD=ENTER S1_perception_index . 
    

 

 


